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Determination of a target molecule is of great importance both in industrial applications 
and human health. For a long time, this has attracted the extensive attention of 
researchers to develop new strategies. One of the vigorous sub-branches lies in 
supramolecular field. its ability to mimic a natural occurring event and unearth the 
mode of interaction for a targeted molecule. By varying the structure of a probe, 
researchers could rationally design synthetic sensors with selective binding affinity to 
target molecules and also satisfy different requirements for a certain application by 
combining different functional groups. 
The growing incidence of diabetes has promoted scientists to develop new effective 
strategies for early and quickly monitoring saccharide concentration. Interest in boronic 
acid-based saccharide probes has dramatically increased in the past several decades due 
to the unique properties of forming boronate esters with cis-diols. Previous work in 
James group demonstrated that by the introduction of a proximal amine group, the 
binding between boronic acid and saccharide can occur at neutral, i.e., physiological 
pH and the binding between boronic acids and saccharides can induce fluorescent 
"turn-on" responses. 
Acrylamide hydrogels with boron-additives have potential applications in separating 
saccharides and recognising glycation process in electrophoresis. Two monoboronic 
acid-based gel monomers 27 and 28 with different fluorophores have been synthesised 
and analysis measurements were carried out both in hydrogel, as well as in solution.  
As a Lewis acid, the strong binding affinity between boron and fluoride was also 
extensively explored to develop fluoride sensors. By investigating boron-containing 
1,8-naphthalimide derivative 33, it is found that the binding between boron and fluoride 
could induce a red-shift of absorption (about 20 nm) with obvious colour changes and 
unique changes of NMR chemical shift. By comparison with control compounds (34 
and 35), it was found that the addition of the boronic acid moiety would improve the 
selectivity, though at the expense of loss of sensitivity towards anions. 
Traditional molecular recognition is mainly based on host-guest interaction, where a 
synthetic host molecule could selectively interact with a guest molecule via weak and 
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generally reversible interactions. The reaction-based sensing strategy is a new strategy 
in designing a high sensitivity probe toward a specific analyte, in which an irreversible 
reaction is normally utilised. Boronic acid moieties were extensively used both in 
exploring saccharide sensors and organic synthesis (Suzuki Homocoupling reaction). 
Here these two aspects were combined together to develop a Suzuki Homocoupling 
reaction-based saccharide sensing strategy. Different boronic acid substrates were 
employed and the sensing mechanism was investigated  
Furthermore, as a collaboration project, colorimetric enantioselective recognition of 
chiral secondary alcohols was achieved via hydrogen bonding to a chiral metallocene 
containing chemosensor (38 and 39).The observed enantioselectivity of 38 could partly 
be due to the steric effect of the formed hydrogen bond complexes and the distance to 
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1 Introduction  
1.1 General introduction 
  
Optical sensor 
According to the IUPAC definition, a chemical sensor is a device which transforms 
chemical information into an analytically useful signal. Optical sensors, are molecules 
which would give optical changes when bound with a target molecule. UV-vis 
absorption and fluorescent emission are the most common optical tools for sensing. 
With regards to fluorescence, its high sensitivity, multiple parameters and simplicity 
attracted great efforts for developing a single molecule detection technique or technique 
for studying biological events. Here, the general sensing mechanisms involved in 
designing fluorescent sensors will be introduced. 
 
Saccharides and its interactions with boronic acid moiety  
Together with nucleic acids, proteins and lipids, saccharides, commonly known as 
carbohydrates, are four of the main kinds of biomolecules.
1
 There are four major roles 
of saccharides: a) they are an energy source and the oxidation of them serves as the 
central energy-generating pathway in most non-photosynthetic cells.
2
 b) glycans 
(carbohydrate polymers) play a vital role in cell membrane structure as well as 
providing a protective element. A rigid structure can be formed when saccharide 
molecules combine together. c) by combining with proteins or lipids, carbohydrate 
polymer complexes act as identification tags, a crucial feature in cell-cell recognition. 
Furthermore, their information-carrying potential is expected to be much higher than 
that of nucleic acids of equivalent molecular weight. d) carbohydrate-based therapy is 
an important field, which has already benefited many people. A bacteria called 
Haemophilusinfluenzae type b (Hib) has affected thousands of children a few decades 
ago, and was eventually eliminated by a sugar-based vaccine.
3
 However, the complex 
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structures of carbohydrates make them hard for scientists to synthesise and analyse, 
which confines the research on carbohydrates to a small niche. 
The simplest carbohydrate is a monosaccharide, consisting of a single polyhydroxyl 
aldehyde or ketone unit. These monosaccharide could form disaccharides, 
oligosaccharides and polysaccharides through a characteristic linkage, namely 
glycosidic bonds. The most abundant monosaccharide is the six carbon sugar, D-
glucose. According to the position of the carbonyl group, they can be classified as 
aldose (an aldehyde group) and ketose (a ketone group). One of the reasons why 
saccharide structure is so complicated is that saccharides with four carbons or more 
tend to form cyclic structures
1
, in which the carbonyl group forms a covalent bond with 
the hydroxyl group along the chain. During this process, a hydroxyl group in two 
stereoisomeric forms is produced. Also, maturation takes place when saccharides are 
dissolved in aqueous solution. Taking D-glucose as an example, when dissolved in 
aqueous solution, the linear structure can produce two cyclic structures: furanose (five-
membered ring) and pyranose (six-member ring), each cyclic structure giving rise to 
two stereoisomers, designated αandβ . Thus, there are five configurations for D-
glucose in aqueous solution in varying quantities (Scheme 1).
4
 However, the six-




Scheme 1  D-Glucose in its various configurations and the percentage composition at equilibrium of each 
form of the sugar in D2O at 27 ℃ 
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Considering these different conformation structures in solution, it’s not hard to imagine 
the difficulties faced by scientists when trying to analyse them. However, determination 
of saccharides is of great importance in various aspects like blood glucose monitoring
5
 . 
The normal blood glucose level in the human body is between 4.4 and 6.1 mM (82 to 
110 mg/dL). Blood sugar concentration deviation from the normal level usually is an 
implication of an underlying medical condition. Low levels (hypoglycemia) can cause 
fainting or death while persistent high levels (hyperglycemia) usually result in diabetes 
mellitus, which affect millions of people with complications such as heart disease, 
blindness, kidney failure and stroke.
6
 Early diagnosis of cancer
7
 is another issue 
researchers tried to achieve, as this could allow for better and successful therapy. 
Saccharides and their glycoconjugates regulate tumour proliferation and invasion, thus 
early detection is vital to reduce the morbidity and mortality caused by cancer. For 
decades, scientists have developed new methods for saccharide detection. Great 
progress has been achieved and some of these methods are now commercially available.  
It’s well known that boric acid can form a complex with diols, with hydroxyl groups in 
favourable 1,2- and 1,3- configuration, by means of which the structures of pyrannose 
and furanose forms of D-glucose were determined in 1913.
8
 However it  was not until 
1959 that the first quantitative investigation into the interaction of boronic acid and 
polyols was reported.
9
 Lorand and Edwards suggested a tetrahedral, rather than trigonal 
structure of boronic acid. The X-ray structure of unbound boric acid showed an O-B-O 
bond angle of 120.0°,
10
 suggesting an sp
2 
trigonal planar geometry. When under 
alkaline condition, the boronate anion is formed, which is in sp
3
 geometry, with an O-
B-O bond angle of 109.5°. Another investigation
11
 gave the single-crystal X-ray 
structure of the diphenylboronic acid-fructose complex under non-basic conditions, 
which indicated an O-B-O bond angle of 113.65°. When forming boronate ester with 
saccharides under non-alkaline conditions, the compressed angle reduced to the value 




 geometry. As it is known that the s orbital are 
closer to the nucleus than the p orbitals, thus s orbital shows more Lewis acidic 





the empty p orbital has some s orbital character, which has an increase of  exposure of 
nucleus, resulting in increased boron acidity. The increased acidity of boron atom 
would strengthen interactions between boron atom and oxygen atom of the approaching 
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water, which in turn weakens the adjoining O-H bond, thus induces the liability of the 
acidic hydrogen. When diols interact with boron, the Lewis acidity of boron increases 
and B-O bond is strengthened, which in turn facilitates deprotonation, leading to the 
reduction in pKa.
12
 This result also explains why the Ktet is four orders of magnitude 
larger than Ktrig as well as pKa > pKa’ in Scheme 2. Rehybridisation makes the boronate 




Scheme 2  The thermodynamic cycle of boronic acid with diol 
 
The rapid and reversible interaction between boronic acid and diols offers a perfect 
platform for saccharide detection considering their numerous hydroxyl groups available 
on saccharide molecules. Thus many saccharide sensors have been developed taking 
this interaction as part of the fundamental design concept. 
Fluoride and the interaction with boron compounds 
Anion recognition is one of the most challenging issues for analytical chemists due to 
the complexity of their geometries, small charge to radius ratios and also heavy 
solvation.
13-15
 All these factors result in anions having a weaker binding affinity than 
that of cations, which have smaller size and large charge values. Additionally, anions 
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are prone to be protonated and the binding strength and selectivity would also be 
strongly affected. Most of the reported anion sensors are synthetic host substrates, as 
the synthetic strategies could allow design of matching binding site geometry for 
specific anions. In this regard, several excellent reviews have summarised the 
development of anion chemosensors.
14, 16-18
 Among these achievements, fluoride 
recognition has attracted considerable interest not only because of its unique properties, 
but also its vital importance in our daily life. 
Fluoride anion has many applications in industrial areas and also used in toothpaste. 
Typical levels in the blood have been reported to be in the range of 20-60 g L-1 , 
determined by using a fluoride selective electrode.
19
 Fluoride used to be added to 
drinking water in the United States of America, as a way to prevent tooth decay. 
However, recent research results showed its duplicitous nature, as high levels would 
induce several human pathologies. Fluoride is also the hydrolysis product of UF6 and 
phosphorofluoridate nerve agents, which could be tracked by monitoring fluoride 
concentration.
17
 Fluorine is the most electronegative element, that is, a strong Lewis 
base, with hydration enthalpy as high as -504 kJ/mol. These unique properties make it 
possible to design highly selective fluoride chemosensors. Currently, fluoride 
concentrations are determined by using an LaF3 containing electrode.
20
 However, in 
some cases, it has its limitations such as direct visualisation of intracellular fluoride and 
other aspects. 
Amide, urea, thiourea, guanidinium, or pyrrole functionalities are usually utilised in 
designing fluoride sensors due to their hydrogen bonding capacities with fluoride. 
Another alternative way is employing Lewis acidic receptors that can bind fluoride ions 
through covalent bonds.  Boron is known for its electron deficiency, which could serve 
as an ideal candidate for fluoride recognition. Usually boron atoms exist in a sp
2
 
hybridised state, leading to a planar conformation, yet after binding with fluoride, the 
sp
2
 hybridisation of boron converts to sp
3
 hybridisation. Thus, the photophysical 
properties of the whole compound are greatly altered. Based on this change, many 




1.2 Concepts of fluorescence 
 
1.2.1 Fluorescent spectroscopy 
 
Electrons prefer residing in ground-state orbitals, those excited to the excited states will 
return to the ground states, accompanied by energy release. According to the different 
ways of energy release, those in the form of light, are called luminescence. 
Fluorescence occurs, accompanied by the transformation of an electron from its excited 
state (S1) to its ground state (S0). Another emission pathway, similar to that of 
fluorescence, where electrons are transferred from its triplet state (T1) to the ground 
state, calls phosphorescence. Jabłoński diagrams (Scheme 3) showed the difference of 
these two pathways. Electrons will be excited to the excited states such as S1 and S2, 
after absorbing a certain wavelength of light. Then they quickly relax to the lowest 
vibrational level of S1 through internal conversion. The decay of the excited electron 
from a singlet excited state (S1) to the ground state (S0), is a spin-allowed process as it 
has opposite spin to the electron in the ground-state orbital. Thus typical fluorescence 
lifetime is about 10 ns.
21
 However, some excited electrons also undergo a spin 
conversion process and transfer to the first triplet state T1. The decay from T1 to S0 is 
typically with longer lifetime as it is spin-prohibited.  Some phosphorescence could last 
a few hours. 
 
Scheme 3  Jabłoński diagram showing various energy transitions in common optical events.21 
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There are several unique characteristics of fluorescence, such as the Stokes shift, 
maximum emission wavelength, fluorescent intensity. Due to internal conversion, the 
wavelength where fluorescence emission occurs is often longer than that at which 
absorption happens. The wavelength shift is called Stokes shift. Another property of 
fluorescence is that the maximum emission wavelength remains the same when 
changing the excitation wavelength. As whichever level the molecule is excited to, 
internal conversion will quickly remove the excess energy and fluorescent emission 
always takes place at the lowest vibrational state of S1 state. Since emission is the 
opposite process to absorption, the emission spectrum is often the mirror image of 
absorption, though there are some exceptions. 
As for applying fluorescence in a sensing aspect, fluorescent intensity, wavelength shift, 
lifetime, anisotropy and quantum yield are the common used parameters. A linear 
relationship can be obtained by plotting the parameter changes versus analyte 
concentration. But fluorescence applications are not solely in the sensing aspect. By 
using near-infrared fluorophores, it is possible to achieve non-invasive monitoring or 
labelling.
22





1.2.2 Types of sensing mechanisms 
 
The mechanisms used for sensing include internal charge-transfer (ICT)
24
, photo-
induced electron transfer (PET)
25, 26
 and resonance energy transfer (RET). This thesis 
focuses on the applications of boron in the sensing field and thus the following 
examples are based on boron-containing sensors. 
 
1.2.2.1 Sensing systems based on internal charge-transfer (ICT) 
 
For the boronic acid-appended fluorescent ICT sensors, the receptor and fluorophore 
groups must be integrated so that there is overlap between them, shown in Scheme 4. 
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The added saccharides cause the changes of electronic properties of donor or acceptor, 
inducing a shift in emission wavelength, which are taken as a signal reporter together 
with the fluorescent intensity changes. The boronic acid moiety usually acts as an 
electron acceptor in its neutral form. However it would be switched to a donor group 
when in its anionic form (tetrahedral form) at a certain pH value.
27
 When the 
fluorophore is the donor group, the boronic acid takes a role as the acceptor group. 




, its acceptor ability is lost, 
leading to a loss of ICT process. The emission spectra would display a blue shift, upon 
binding with saccharides with an increase in fluorescent intensity. For fluorophores 
bearing an electron withdrawing group, the emission spectra changes are reversed. 
 
 
Scheme 4  Illustration of ICT sensing mechanism 
 
The first ICT sensor for saccharides was developed by the Shinkai group,
28, 29
 which 
achieved the recognition of saccharides at neutral pH in aqueous solution. The James 
group
30
 further developed a D-glucose selective fluorescent ICT sensor (compound 1), 
which exhibits a large change in the intensity as well as the wavelength of the emission 
maxima. A 45 nm blue shift of the emission wavelength was observed upon addition of 




, two times larger 





      1 
 
Lakowicz et al has done a lot of work on ICT-based fluorescent sensors. By following 
Shinkai’s initial work, a series of stillbene based boronic acid analogues were 
synthesised and then further developed into probes taking diphenyloxazole as the 
reporter component.
31
 When in its neutral form, compound 2 has maximum emission at 
557 nm with a quantum yield of 0.03 and a monoexponential lifetime of 2.8 ns at pH 7. 
After combining with D-fructose, the maximum emission appeared at 488 nm, with a 
quantum yield of 0.95 and a monoexponential lifetime of 3.6 ns. Addition of saccharide 
also induce the conformation changes of compound 2. 
 
      2 
 
1.2.2.2 Sensing systems through photo-induced electron transfer 
(PET)  
 
Another distinct design principle is photo-induced electron transfer (PET), which is 
characterised by the format of “fluorophore-spacer-receptor”. This mechanism involves 
a one-electron reduction/oxidation process as the excess energy contained in a photo 
excited state fluorophore could induce such electron transfer. The excited fluorophore 
can be either an electron donor or electron acceptor, leading to a “switchable” nature of 
PET sensors. The direction of electron transfer is dominated by the oxidation and 
reduction potentials of its ground and excited states. The illustration shown in Scheme 
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5 is a “switch-on” sensor. The oxidation potential of the free receptor is less than that of 
the fluorophores in their excited states and an electron is released from the receptor to 
the fluorophore, leading to a quenched fluorescence, which could be described as an 
excited state deactivation pathway that quenches the fluorescence of the fluorophore. In 
terms of frontier molecular orbital theory, the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) of the free receptor is higher in energy than the HOMO of the fluorophore. 
Upon photon excitation fluorescence is quenched by an electron transferring from the 
HOMO of the free receptor to the HOMO of the fluorophore. Yet, once bound to the 
analyte, the HOMO energy of the bound receptor is lower than the HOMO of 
fluorophore, resulting in a fluorescence recovery.  The total result is that addition of an 
analyte can induce an increase fluorescence intensity of a fluorophore. 
 
 
Scheme 5  Illustration of PET mechanism and interpretation by frontier molecular orbital theory 
 
The initial work on saccharide recognition based on PET was carried out by Shinkai 
and James.
32
 Compound 3 tolerated a broad pH range for saccharide sensing and a large 
increase in fluorescence upon adding saccharides. Before binding the saccharide, the 
lone pair electrons on the nitrogen atom have mostly quenched the fluorescence of the 
anthracene group due to PET process. Following the formation of boronic acid-
saccharide complex, the boron-amine interaction was greatly enhanced, leading to 
reduced electron density around nitrogen atom, and thus inhibited the PET quenching 













process. It’s well known that monoboronic acid has an inherent trend in selectivity 
toward saccharide: D-fructose > D-galactose > D-glucose.
9
 While glucose detection has 
more important meaning in clinical application, efforts have been long devoted to this 
goal. Based on the CPK molecular models, James et al rationally designed another 
probe 4 
33
 as the first boronic acid-based fluorescent PET sensor with high selectivity 
toward D-glucose by introducing two binding sites and with proper space assignment. 
The conformation flexibility was much reduced once the boron-nitrogen bond formed, 
with two inwardly facing boronic acid groups resulting in a convergent binding cavity, 
elegantly positioned for binding 1,2- and 4,6-hydroxyls of glucose. 
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1.2.2.3 Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) system 
 
FRET, also known as fluorescence resonance energy transfer, is used to describe 
energy transfer between two chromophores. The two choromophores are generally 
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named after their functions, donor and acceptor. If the emission of the donor could be 
overlapped by the absorption of the acceptor, the donor choromphore, when in its 
electronic excited state, will transfer energy to the acceptor chromophore through non-
radioactive dipole-dipole coupling (Scheme 6). This process results in a decrease in the 
donor emission intensity and/or excited relaxing time, accompanied by an increase in 
acceptor fluorescence intensity. 
21, 34
 The energy transfer efficiency is dependent on the 
inverse sixth power of the distance between donor and acceptor. This distance 
dependent process makes FRET a useful tool to investigate molecular level interaction 
as well. Meanwhile, the energy transfer could occur in an intramolecular or inter-








A boronic acid-modified QDs based saccharide sensor via a FRET mechanism was 
developed by the Willner group.
35
 Glutathione (GSH)-capped CdSe-ZnS QDs, 
covalently linked to 3-aminophenyl boronic acid, could form a boronate ester with 
ATTO-590-labeled-galactose, the formed complex leading to FRET from the QDs to 
the dye. After saccharide addition, competition occurred between the analyte and dye-
labelled galactose, which facilitated the dissociation of the complex formed beforehand 
and thus reduced the FRET efficiency, that is, the increase of luminescence intensities 
of QDs and decrease fluorescent intensities of the dye, shown in Scheme 7. By using 
dopamine-functionalised-dye, dopamine sensing could be achieved. As for this strategy, 
improvement needs to be done to get the receptor selective to glucose without loss of 
the simplicity and efficiency of this method. 
 
 
Scheme 7  Illustration of IDA based saccharide sensing using boronic acid modified-QDs and dye-




1.2.2.4 Alternative sensing mechanism 
 
Except aforementioned mechanisms, other emissive phenomenons are also utilised in 
synthetic receptors, like metal-ligand charge transfer (MLCT), twisted intramolecular 
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charge transfer (TICT), aggregation-induced emission (AIE) and C=N isomerization, 
which could be ascribed to fluorescence changes via conformation restriction.
36, 37
 
Another interesting example has been identified by Tang
38
 and co-workers, who found 
a specific glucose sensing probe under a new concept. Tetraphenylethene (TPE) based 
diboronic acid (compound 5) was synthesised. The binding between boronic acid unit 
and diol could activate the restriction of the intramolecular rotation (RIR), resulting in 
the aggregation of compound 5 and thus inducing aggregation-induced emission (AIE), 
non-emissive compounds becoming fluorescent when aggregated together. A proposed 
mechanism was that at high pH, the compound is non-emissive due to the dissolution 
by its charged boronate groups. Oligomerisation would occur with the continued 
increase of glucose since glucose tended to bind with two boronic acid units, thus acted 
as a linker between compound 5 molecules. Once the oligomer formed, RIR effect was 
greatly promoted. Saccharides, such as fructose and galactose, lack the ability to form 
oligomers, thus can hardly induce AIE phenomenon. 
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1.3 Saccharide recognition development 
 
1.3.1 Previous work in the TDJ group 
 
Our group is dedicated to developing strategies by applying the boronic acid moiety in 
various applications,
39











 and electrophoresis  applications.
47
 
For all these aforementioned aspects, molecular recognition showed its prosperous 
development in recent decades, especially in saccharide recognition. 
Our initial work
29, 32
 has shown that the spacing of a diboronic acid sensor can provide 
an effective binding pocket for glucose. The linker length and conformational 
constraints have great impact on determining the specificity for glucose. Appleton and 
Gibson
48
 first investigated this by varying the linker length between two boronic acid 
motifs and found that six- and seven- carbon linkers possessed the highest selectivity 
towards D-glucose. Our group has adopted a modular approach (Scheme 8) for the 
construction of saccharide sensors, which consists of three components: receptor unit, 
linker unit and fluorophore unit. By employing the modular approach, two N-methyl-O-
(aminomethyl)phenylboronic acid groups remained the same while varying the 
methylene linker and fluorophores.
49
 The linkers were varied from n-propylene (n = 3) 
to n-octylene (n = 8) and the compound with six carbons as the linker has the highest 
observed stability constants for D-glucose, which is consistent with previous results, 
reported by Appleton. By fixing the linker length while varying the fluorophores, it was 
found that the largest enhancement in observed stability was pyrene and naphthalene 
appended sensors, the former showing enhanced D-glucose selectivity and the latter D-
galactose. The fluorophores have different hydrophobic ability and steric layout, which 
will directly influence the environment around the binding sites, thus affecting not only 







Scheme 8  Structures of modular sensor system 
 
By applying modular design, another saccharide sensing platform
51
 was built based on 
the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) mechanism. Results from 
compound 6 showed that in the presence of saccharide, when excited at 299 nm 
(phenanthrene), the fluorescence spectra showed the characteristic pyrene emission 
instead of emission at 369 nm, which means that the phenanthrene serves as the donor 
group and pyrene as acceptor.  
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Following Shinkai’s pioneering work on a synthetic colour sensor for saccharides,52 
Jame's group reported a series of azoboronic acid derivatives 7 with various 
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substitutions in order to modulate the electronics of the chromophore.
53
 If large 
absorption shifts were observed after binding with saccharide, detection of saccharide 
would be achieved via universal indicator paper, similar to that of pH paper. Results 
showed that the binding constants increased as the Hammett – values for phenylazo-
ring substituent reduced, the ring substitution becoming less electron-withdrawing. As 
for 7a, the absorbance maximum shifted by 55 nm upon addition of saccharide. 
However, these sensors only worked well at the high pH value (11.32). 
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As most naturally occurring chemical species, including sugars and sugar acids, are 
chiral compounds, a chiral sensor is inherently better than that of an achiral one, since 
the chirality of analyte is another co-factor for discrimination. Thus our group designed 
chiral sensor 8 for sugar acids in 2004, such as tartaric acid, glucaric acid and gluconic 
acid, by cooperating a chiral centre near the binding site.
54
  The enantioselectivities of 
tartaric acid is up to 550:1 and chemoselectivity up to 11000:1 with sensitivities in the 
micromolar range. And this selectivity is pH-dependent as well, higher pH values (8.3) 
giving higher enantioselectivity. Furthermore, the according monoboronic acid sensor 
was also synthesised, however, no enantioselectivity was observed, which indicated 
both the importance of the chiral centre and the modular construction of the binding 
sites are accounting for such high chemo- and enantioselectivity towards saccharide 
acids. Meanwhile, the same sensor was also used to investigate the responses to sugar 
alcohols.
55
 It was found that this sensor shows excellent selectivity for six-hydroxyl 
sugar alcohols over those with five- or four-hydroxyl sugar alcohols. More importantly, 
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this probe can enantioselectively respond to six-hydroxyl sugar alcohols (D-mannitol 
and D-sorbitol) as the fluorescent enhancement is significantly different. The 
investigation of a monodentate sensor showed that two binding sites are necessary for 
high chemoselective binding in terms of sugar alcohols, which is attributed to the rigid 
linker and cooperative binding sites. As the binding pocket of 8 is rather crowded, 1:1 
complex formation with bulky analytes such as monosaccharides is unfavourable. Also 
the steric requirements of sensor 8 also needed to be met in terms of the correct length 
of sugar alcohols, which is the reason why five- or four-hydroxyl sugar alcohols are not 
favourable. 
 
     8 (R,R-8 and S,S-8) 
 
Based on the previously described modular approach of designing saccharide sensors, a 
molecular tweezers (9) design was thus postulated in 2009.
56
 The two pyrene moieties 
have strong π-π stacking serving as a potential platform for enhancing selectivity. Thus 
two boronic acid groups were included, allowing either a 1:2 or 1:1 binding mode for 
each saccharide. Also, two hexamethylene linkers were also employed in order to 
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Scheme 9  Illustration of two different possible binding modes of molecular tweezers with sugars 
 
Before addition of saccharides, compound 9 exhibits fluorescence emission at 470 nm, 
typical pyrene excimer emission due to the π-π interaction. There is an increased 
fluorescent intensity at 377 nm after addition of D-glucose, D-fructose, D-galactose and 
D-mannose. However, the fluorescent intensities at 470 nm showed different 
behaviours for different saccharides, it is invariant with the addition of D-fructose and 
decreases with increase of D-glucose and D-mannose. As for D-galactose, an initial 
quenching was observed at low concentration followed by fluorescence recovery when 
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concentration increases. This phenomenon could be attributed to the different binding 
modes (Scheme 9) between saccharides and compound 9. A 1:1 cyclic complex was 
formed for D-glucose, D-mannose, formation of which would induce separation of the 
pyrene units, while only a noncyclic 1:2 complex forms for D-fructose without 
interfering with the excimer emission. As for D-galactose, it was believed that a 1:1 
complex was formed at low concentration, followed by formation of 1:2 complex at 
higher concentration. 
The indicator displacement assay (IDA) is an alternative method of probe design. In the 
traditional host-guest system, the host substrate is generally consisted of a receptor unit 
as well as a signal reporter unit. Yet, in an IDA system, the receptor and signal reporter 
are two separate units. Generally, these two units form a complex and addition of 
analyte would competitively bind with the receptor, which in turn releases the signal 
reporter, leading to the spectral changes of the signal reporter. Such a multi-component 
strategy simplifies the syntheses of probe and also allows for different indicators with 
same receptor. Boronic acids have previously been used in electrophoresis to separate 
saccharides.
47
 Based on this work, hydrogels incorporating boronate units were 
reported to function as saccharide sensors. The sensing scheme was shown in Scheme 
10. Polyacrylamide hydrogels were synthesised using acrylamide monomer, boronic 
acid containing acrylamide monomer and cross-linker reagent under initialising 
reagents of N, N, N′, N′-tetramethylethane-1,2-diamine (TMEDA) and ammonium 
peroxydisulfate (APS). Firstly the boron-hydrogel was incubated in Alizarin Red S 
(ARS) solution to generate the corresponding boronate ester. After washing off the 
excess ARS, the hydrogel was treated with different saccharides. The competitive 
binding results in release of ARS in solution. By recording the spectral changes of the 
hydrogel, the binding between the hydrogel and different saccharides were studied 






Scheme 10 Representation of boron-containing hydrogel for saccharide sensing 
 
This IDA strategy was further used in a biotinylated boronic acid fluorophore conjugate 
to explore its possibility in saccharide sensing.
57-59
 The molecule, coined FLAB 
(Fluorophore linker Boronic Acid Biotin), was initially studied for the attachment to 
streptavidin and the search for an effective diol quencher. It is expected that the FLAB 
would go through a FRET process with diol quencher via a boronate ester linkage. And 
the biotin terminal would render FLAB immobilised on the streptavidin modified gold 
surface, resulting in a Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) signal. Incubation of diol 
quencher with FLAB gave rise to both fluorescence quenching and a SPR response, 
indicating a dual response probe. It was further found that the fluorescent intensity of 
the bound complex could be recovered when a model saccharide was added due to the 
efficiency difference between static quencher (boronic ester) and dynamic quencher 
(free quencher). Furthermore, spectral changes could be observed by the naked-eye 




Scheme 11 Structure of biotinylated boronic acid conjugate and diol quencher 
 
The exploration and application of boronic acid moiety in multiple scenarios are still 
underway in our group. Here are only selected examples of our achievements in 
saccharide recognition. Many novel sensing probes are under investigation currently. 
The current issues for saccharide sensing are how to construct a sensitive and in vivo 
platform which could be used for continuous monitoring saccharide levels. 
 
1.3.2 Recent developments in saccharide sensing 
 
Recently, new sensing protocols have been reported on saccharide recognition, most of 
which focus on using multiple interactions in one system or importing new signal 
reporters. Weak interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking and electrostatic 
interactions are often used separately or cooperatively in supramolecular sensing. 
Though the interaction strength is rather weak, when such weak interactions work 
together in a cooperative way they can achieve significant total effect. Some examples 
successfully employed the covalent bonding interaction (boronic acid-diol) and these 
weak interactions in a cooperative way. 
Singaram’s group used an array of six cationic bis-boronic acid appended benzyl 
viologens (BBVs), shown in Scheme 12, capable of sensing 12 different saccharides at 
a concentration of 2 mM. It was supposed that the ground-state complex between the 
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cationic BBV receptor and the anionic fluorescent dye, 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-
trisulfonic acid trisodium salt (HPTS), promoted the electron transfer from the dye to 
the receptor, leading to quenching the fluorescence of the dye. However, upon adding 
the saccharide, anionic boronate ester is formed, which reduces the net charge of the 
receptor, namely reducing the quenching efficacy, which induces the recovery of the 
fluorescence.
60
 As the static quenching constants of HPTS with BBV receptors are one 
or two orders of magnitude higher than those of saccharides with BBV receptors, a 
ratio of 1:125:500 for the sensing ensemble HPTS / BBVs / saccharide was chosen to 
make sure the IDA works, which requires the affinity between the indicator and the 
receptor be comparable to be that between the analyte and the receptor.  
 
 
Scheme 12  Saccharide sensing ensemble of an array of six cationic bisboronic acid appended benzyl 
viologens and the anionic fluorescent dye, 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt (HPTS) 
 
As we know, D-glucose recognition is more important in terms of clinical applications 
and previous results showed that diboronic acid afforded better selectivity toward D-
glucose. However, the extensive syntheses work has inspired researchers to search for 
alternative methods to achieve the selective recognition. There are two cis-diols, 
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suitable binding sites, which make it possible to form unique 1:2 complexes with 
boronic acid groups. 
Hiroaki Tao et al 
61
 have cleverly used this property to design a novel fluorometric 
probe. Compound 10 can be preconcentrated along the polycation chain through 
electrostatic interaction, resulting in an increase of local concentrations of compound 
10, which induces the pyrene excimer emission. Addition of saccharides could continue 
to increase the excimer emission, of which glucose gave the maximum excimer 
emission when other parameters were fixed, which is attributed to the preference of 
glucose to form a 2:1 complex with compound 10. This system circumvented the 
complicated organic synthesis without loss of selectivity for glucose. 
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Yu et al 
62
 employed a similar strategy, however, in a different way by employing a 
water soluble polymer (11) with multiple boronic acid functional groups. Polymer 11 
would be converted to a polyanion after binding with saccharides, which then induce 
the aggregation of positive charged fluorescent reporter. The aggregation as well as the 
strong π-π stacking interaction of pyrene would give rise to the excimer emission. D-
glucose caused the most significant spectral changes, since one glucose molecule 






A two-component system with a platinum complex was successfully used to detect 
glucose.
63
 In this report, a synthetic boronic acid polymer would become a polyanion 
once bound with saccharide via forming a boronate ester anion, which would draw the 
positively charged terpyridylplatinum(II) closer in terms of electrostatic interactions. 
Such interaction can result in aggregation of the complex with the help of metal-metal 
and/or π-π interaction. Thus, the spectroscopic and luminescence properties of this 
complex can change greatly due to these interactions, shown in Scheme 13. A 46-fold 
increase in emission intensity was observed by such a system upon glucose addition. 
Selectivity experiments showed that only glucose binding gave the most emission 
enhancement due to the fact that one glucose molecule will bind to two boronic-acid 
moieties, that is, one glucose offering two negative charges, more efficiently than those 




Scheme 13  Interpretation of saccharide sensing based on the aggregation of platinum complex onto 
boronic-acid polymer.  
 
In terms of achieving a D-glucose selective system, Hayashita and co-workers have 
employed γ-cyclodextrin (γ-CD) to form inclusion complex with mono-boronic acid 
probe, resulting in D-glucose selectivity in aqueous solution. The compound (BA-azo) 
could successfully form 2:1 inclusion complexes with γ-CD,64 shown in Scheme 14, 
resulting in two boronic acid groups behaving as covalently linked bisboronic acid 
compound. Results showed that the spacer between the boronic acid group and the 





Scheme 14   The 2:1 inclusion complex formation of BA-Azo with γ-CD in presence of D-glucose 
(copyright) 
 
Recently the Jiang's group has reported an amphiphilic monoboronic acid molecule 
(12), which could be selectively aggregated under guidance of D-glucose. The 
incorporation of a pyrene fluorophore and pyridinium moiety will endow compound 12 
with an amphiphilic characteristic and also a strong π-π stacking interaction. The 
cationic pyridinium moiety affords a cation-π interaction, which could quench the 
fluorescence of the pyrene monomer. An excimer emission around 510 nm was 
observed upon addition of D-glucose with only slightly enhanced monomer emission. 
As for D-fructose, only modest enhancement of monomer emission was observed. 
Besides, dynamic light scattering measurement implied that aggregation is formed at 
pH > 9 for compound 12 without observed excimer emission. Addition of D-glucose 
could induce formation of aggregates with diameter ca. 2 m along with significant 
increase of excimer emission. The binding behaviours of compound 12 with 
saccharides were illustrated as Scheme 15. It was also found that compound 12 could 
selectively respond to nucleosides, with nucleoside guanosine (G) showing the 
strongest binding affinity. Competitive experiments also demonstrated that in the 
presence of both D-fructose and D-glucose, addition of phenylboronic acid (PBA) 
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Scheme 15  Illustration of different binding modes between saccharides and compound 12 
 
1.3.3 Summary of saccharide recognition 
 
The importance of monitoring saccharide level has promoted multiple strategies for 
tackling this issue.
65
 The organic synthetic probes, generally employing the boronic 
acid moiety, have seen their flourishing development in recent decades as it has 
potential to monitor saccharides level by incorporating in fibre optic sensors, affording 
a minimal-invasive strategy. 
Traditional organic sensors, solely relying on the interaction between boronic acid and 
diol, need sophisticated syntheses and suffer from low solubility. Recently, alternative 
methods including combining other weak interactions, showed multiple ways for 
developing saccharide sensors. These platforms reduced synthetic effort without 
decreasing the ability for selectively recognising saccharides. However, there is still a 




1.4 The development of fluoride recognition 
 
1.4.1 Brief classifications of fluoride sensing 
 
Anions play an important role in fundamental biological processes and are important 
environmental contaminants. Therefore, the recognition of anions is a hot topic in 
analytical science. However, developing effective strategies for anion detection are 
more challenging than that for metal cations. The reason is that anions have a smaller 
charge to radius ratio and heavily solvation, which means electrostatic interactions are 
less effective, impairing the anion binding strength and selectivity.
13, 43 
Fluoride recognition has attracted considerable interest not only because of its unique 
properties but also its vital importance in our daily life.  Fluoride salts can be used as 
phosphatase inhibitors.
66
 Excess fluoride could cause fluorosis though low levels of 
fluoride anion could be used as a treatment for oral hygiene.
67, 68
 The commercially 
available ion-selective electrode methods allow for fast determination of fluoride 
concentration. However, these systems, although well established, possess some 
disadvantages. As a membrane electrode containing single crystals of LaF3, it is fragile 
and time consuming and produces large errors in the presence of other ions.  
Optical methods received much attention due to their simplicity, low cost and reliability. 
Generally, the recognition of fluoride utilises the strong Lewis base and deprotonation 
character of fluoride. There are several reviews at hand that have summarised recent 
development on fluoride sensing.
14, 16-18, 43, 69-72
 . The Lewis acid nature of boron allows 





along with significant photophysical changes, make it suitable candidate for fluoride 
recognition. Recent achievements were divided into two groups: those fluoride sensors 
that do not have B-F coordination interactions and others sensors with B-F coordination 




1.4.2 Fluoride sensors without B-F coordination   
 
Among these fluoride chemosensors, many of them are based on the hydrogen bonding 







 moieties. However, such sensors lose the sensing ability 
once in protic or polar solvents due to strong solvation effect. Recently, several 
chemodosimeters for fluoride anion were reported via deprotection reaction of a silyl 
group by utilising the strong affinity of silicon toward fluoride.
82-84
 
The urea group possesses a bisamide moiety with two acidic NHs which have been 
taken as a good hydrogen bond donor for construction of anion receptors with two 
hydrogen bonds.
72
 In 2005, Gunnlaugsson et al reported the first colorimetric 
naphthalimide-based ICT sensors 13, which could be used in highly competitive 







 , the original absorption peak at 414 nm of 13a 
decreased along with new absorption band at 350 nm and 560 nm, with two clear 
isosbestic points at 465 nm and 380 nm, respectively. Also a clearly visible colour 
change from yellow to deep purple was observed by naked-eye as well. Comparative 
experiments suggested that the thiourea moiety is essential to achieve successful anion 
sensing and colour changes. Both 13a and 13b showed similar results, indicating that 
the nature of the aromatic ring has little effect on the binding affinity. The most 
important results are that both anion sensing and colour changes could be obtained even 
in competitive aqueous buffer solution. Yet, the problem is the poor selectivity between 
anions. 
 




Bearing in mind that strong hydrogen bonding is good for anion sensing, amide, 
pyrrolic and indolic moieties were extensively explored as well, as they offer relatively 
acidic hydrogens. However, few pyrrolic based sensors performed well in polar 
solvents. Indolic NHs are ca. 100 times more acidic than pyrorolic NHs,
17
 and thus with 
different affinities and selectivity properties towards fluoride and other anions. Gale’s 
group reported sensor 14 in 2007, composed of an indolic moiety and pyridine unit, 
which showed a high selectivity for fluoride over other putative anion sensors. It was 
found that in DMSO- 0.5 % water system, the binding affinity to fluoride is two orders 
of magnitude larger than that of other anions. It is believed that the tendency for 
formation of a twisted conformation of compounds 14 in solution accounts for the high 
selectivity, as only the small fluoride ion could be more easily isolated from the solvent 
mixture. The assumption was also demonstrated by X-ray analysis of TBA[14a·F], 
TBA[14a·Cl],TBA[14b·F] and TBA[14b·Cl]. 
 
 
     14a and 14b 
 
The tendency of forming hydrogen bonds of fluoride was also employed with quantum 
dots (QD)and gold nanoparticles.
85
 The emission of thioglycolic functionalised CdTe 
QDs was overlapped with the absorption of Au NPs, thus leading to an FRET process 
between QDs and Au NPs. It was assumed that in pH 5-7 the carboxyl group in 
thioglycolic acid and citric acid could be partly protonated and hydrogen bonds formed 
between the two weak acids when CdTe QDs and AuNPs were mixed together. A 
significant increase of the QDs emission was observed for the CdTe-AuNPs assemblies 
upon addition of F
-
, resulting from the cleavage of hydrogen bond and recovery of 
photoluminescence of QDs (Scheme 16). Another point is that the ratio of QDs to 
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AuNPs is crucial for achieving the best signal responses for a given F
-
 concentration. 
The detection of fluoride could be achieved in pure aqueous media. These results 
shows a possible solution for detection of fluoride in a simple way. 
 
 
Scheme 16  Illustration of fluoride sensing mechanism of CdTe QD-AuNPs ensembles 
 
Recently there are also quite a few fluoride sensors which were based on fluoride 
involved reaction. The chemical reaction based sensing probes, often referred to as 
“chemodosimeters”, are a relatively new emerging methodology. In reaction-based 
sensing, fluoride has some unique and attractive features, including strong Lewis basic 
character and high affinity for silicon, making it possible to easily distinguish fluoride 
from other anions.  
There are a number of chemodosimeters for fluoride exploiting its affinity for silicon.
86-
91
 The general structure and sensing mechanism of these sensors are similar and the 
differences are the fluorophores and silicon leaving groups (Scheme 17). Most of these 
investigations were performed in organic solvents, except for the one carried out by 
Zhang group.
87
 The probe was comprised of a hydrophilic benzothiazolium 
hemicyanine dye and a lipophilic tert-butyldiphenylsilyl moiety, such system could be 




Scheme 17  Si-O cleavage strategy for fluoride sensing 
 
Kumar and co-workers used a cascade reaction for fluoride sensing involving a Si-O 
cleavage reaction followed by cyclisation.
92
 Compound 15a underwent silyl ether 
deprotection with tetrabutylammonium fluoride in THF, followed by an irreversible 
cyclisation of the intermediate terphenyl 15b to 15c, producing a significant colour and 
fluorescent spectral change. Control experiments showed that increased negative charge 
on the phenolateoxygens of 15b after deprotection of the silyl ether group offered 





               15a                                       15b 
 
                  15c 
 
1.4.3 Fluoride sensors with B-F coordination  
 
Boron often exists in its sp
2
 hybridisation and has an empty p orbital, leading to a 
planar conformation, which is ready to form a conjugated system. The Lewis acidic 
nature of boron makes it an ideal candidate for designing fluoride sensors. The first 
detailed study of Lewis acidic boron binding to fluoride ion was reported in 1985, 
which was tracked by NMR.
93
 Later a theoretical investigation of organoboron 
macrocycles was performed by Jacobson and Pizer.
94
 These calculations found that the 
nature of anion-boron interaction was more like a covalent bond than a purely ionic 
interaction, involving significant amount of charge transferred from anion to the host 
upon complexation. In 1995, Shinkai reported the first example of a fluoride 
concentration determining chemosensor by means of interaction between Lewis acidic 
boron and strongly basic fluoride.
95
 Following this work, lots of results were reported, 




The Tamao group disclosed a series of new colorimeteric fluoride sensors based on 
boron-containing π-electron systems, as the unique empty p orbitals of boron enables 
extension of π-conjugation.96 The binding of fluoride changed the sp2 hybridisation of 
boron to sp
3
, leading to the interruption of this conjugation system. The interaction was 
studied by UV-vis absorption in THF solution and upon complexation with a fluoride 
ion, the characteristic strong absorption band of compound 16a at 470 nm disappeared, 
with new bands around 360 nm to 410 nm, corresponding to anthracene absorption 
bands. The colour changed from orange to colourless and the binding constant of 




. Compound 16b has a more 
extended π electron system and is capable of binding with fluoride in a stepwise 
fashion as the four boron atoms have two different environments. Both sensors gave 
colour changes when bound with fluoride. 
 
      
The first fluorescent sensor for fluoride was developed in the James’s group in 1998.97 
However, the spectra did not change much as only simple boronic acids were employed. 
Yoon's group reported a fluorescent turn-on fluoride chemosensor in 2006 by 
modifying fluorescein fluorophore with boronic acid moiety.
98
 Compound 17 was 
obtained using a Mannich reaction between dichlorifluorescein and 2-
methylaminomethyl boronic acid. It is worth noting that there is boronate formation 
between boron and adjacent phenolic oxygen atom in compound 17. Before addition of 
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fluoride, the fluorescent intensities of compound 17 is weak due to the well- established 
nitrogen-benzylic based PET-quenching mechanism. It is believed that upon binding 
with fluoride, a strong hydrogen bond with phenolic hydrogen and benzylic nitrogen as 
well as fluoride was formed, which blocked the PET quenching process, resulting in the 
recovery of fluorescein emission.
11
B NMR spectra also confirmed the tetrahedral 
structure of boron after addition of fluoride. Based on this, a colorimetric sensing 
platform was obtained. 
 
     
Later James's group published another fluoride sensor with similar boronate structure, 
compound 18. Probe 18 can selectively respond to chloride and fluoride. Upon addition 
of chloride, a decrease of fluorescence intensity was observed, which is due to the 
associative hydrogen bonding between chloride and two boronic acid groups, whilst a 
colorimetric changes was seen on addition of fluoride. The fluoride induced B-O bond 
cleavage and air oxidation of phenolate anion was demonstrated to account for this 
phenomenon. Meanwhile, the sensing mechanism was investigated by electrochemical 
analysis. In free form of compound 18, an irreversible oxidation peak at 1.8 V versus 
SCE was exhibited. Addition of 0.2 mM TBAF caused a decrease in the peak at 1.8 V 
and a new peak at 1.5 V. When concentration of TBAF is higher than 0.4 mM, two new 
peaks at -0.3 V and +0.1 V were obtained, assigned to the oxidation of phenoxyldianion 
and a coloured phenoxyl diradical. However, tetra-n-butylammnonium chloride 
(TBACl) can’t cause any oxidised fragments and colour changes. Thus the chloride is 
more like a water molecule and forms hydrogen bonds with four B-OH moieties from 
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two molecules 18, which induced conformation change and disturbed the π systems, 
leading to decrease of fluorescent intensity. 
 
      18 
 
Our group recently prepared a fluorescent “turn-on” fluoride sensor using pyrene 
appended pyridylboronic acid derivatives(19a-19c) with variation of linker length.
99
 
All three compounds showed moderate fluorescence emission at 378 nm and 397 nm in 
dichloromethane, ascribed to pyrene monomer emission. Upon addition of fluoride, 
both the monomer emission and excimer fluorescence were observed, which suggests 
that the fluoride ion enhances the π-π stacking of pyrene unit. 19b showed the strongest 
fluorescent enhancement of the excimer emission, implying that the ethylene linker 
between pyrene and pyridylboronic acid is optimal. Job-plot anaylsis revealed a 1:2 
binding mode ([TBAF]: 19b), which was also confirmed by MS. Thus it was proposed 
that two boron atoms chelate to a single fluoride anion, which in turn enhances the 
intermolecular π-π interaction. Other anions can hardly enhance pyrene excimer 





By using diborane species, a rigid 1,8-naphthalene backbone with two proximal Lewis 
acidic sites, the Gabbaϊ group developed a series of ground-breaking sensors. 
Compound 20 serves as a colorimetric fluoride sensor with an association constant 




 in THF. Absorption titration of compound 20 with fluoride 
showed a 1:1 binding along with a colour change from yellow to colourless. No 
changes were observed when other anions like chloride, bromide and iodide were 
added. The fluoride bridging intermediate complex was isolated, confirmed to be the 
bidentate binding mode. Most importantly, the complex is stable even in aqueous 
condition. It was assumed that steric effects are the driving force for such a high 





, accordingly a coordination geometry change from trigonal planar to 
tetrahedral. Such changes allow aryl substituents to adopt a more divergent orientation 
and thus less sterically hindered compared with the starting diboranes. 
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Inspired by this work, Gabbaϊ group extended the range of bidentate sensors by 
synthesising heteronuclear Lewis acid centres
100
 or using hydrogen-bond donor 
derivatives. Then in an effort to achieve fluoride ion sensing in pure water, they 
employed a positive charged phosphonium moiety, trying to combine the B-F 
coordination interaction together with columbic effect. A series of compounds 21a-d 
were obtained, which are water stable and react reversibly with water. Fluoride 
titrations were carried out in H2O-MeOH (9:1 vol.) and the corresponding binding 
constants indicated that Lewis acidity of cationic boranes increase with their 
hydrophobicity. Especially for 21d, the strong fluorophilicity allows it to bind to 
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fluoride ion below US Environmental Protection Agency’s recommended maximum 
level for drinking water of 4 ppm. 
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1.5 Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction and Tsuji-
Trost reaction 
 
1.5.1 Introduction of catalytic reaction based sensing 
 
So far, the strategies for molecular recognition are based on analyte/receptor 
complexation, where one receptor unit combined with one analyte except those with 
two or more recognition sites.  The binding event will induce readable changes, which 
is generally taken as the reporting signal and thus the target molecule could be 
recognised. As discussed before, depending on connection nature between receptor site 
and signal reporting site, such kind of sensors could be divided into two systems: a) 
host-guest approach, where the two sites were connected by covalent bonds; b) 
indicator-displacement assay, where these two sites interact with each other by weak 
interactions or reversible covalent bonds.  
Though great progress has been achieved by the conventional molecular recognition 
strategies, it is hard to meet the increase demand for a more sensitive detection method. 
Progresses in the development of ELISA (enzyme-linked immuno sorbent assay) 
technology gave researchers clues to discover new sensing protocols. If one analyte 
could generate lots of signal reporters, then the sensitivity would be greatly improved. 
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Bearing this idea in mind, more and more catalytic reactions based sensing approaches 
have been developed, which were summarised in several reviews.
101, 102
 
Such reaction involved sensing strategies, by their nature, often have high selectivity 
and sensitivity. The general design protocols are illustrated as in Scheme 18. One type 
of these probes employed the reaction where the analyte is one of the reagents to 
generate a new compound, like (a). The other type is that the analyte acts as a catalyst, 
which is involved in more than one reaction cycle, like (b). The latter one normally 
employed catalytic reaction, which could be further divided into two categories: 1) the 
analyte itself is the catalyst and a catalytic reaction is activated upon adding the analyte 
into the system. The products normally offer the signal output. 2) The recognition 
process and the signal output are separated. And the analyte sensing events affect the 










 of molecule sensing based on catalytic reaction is shown in 
Scheme 19. The unique characteristic is that a self-catalysed reaction is involved, 
namely, the resulting products could, in turn, catalyse a reaction, which produces signal 
reporter. The analyte Pd (II) generated the first F
-
 ion in this system. The F
-
 ion 





ion then joining the next run to get more signal reporters (colorimetric 
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products), of which the total effect is that with a minimal amount of analyte, massive 
signal reporters were obtained. The F
-
 ion acted as a signal transduction reagent. 
 
 
Scheme 19  The schematic illustration of two components system based sensing platform with 
involvement of an autocatalytic process. 
 
Sensing based on catalytic reactions offers great opportunities to exploit more sensitive 
strategies. However, there are also some problems. First, the catalysts used are typically 
metal ions, that is, the choices of catalytic reactions are limited. It might be hard to find 
the relationship between a specific analyte and an according catalytic reaction. Second, 
the catalytic reaction often requires two or more components, which makes the sensing 
platform quite complicated. Third, some catalysts need high temperature or organic 
solvents in order to obtain high turn-over, which would be a drawback considering the 
practical application. Also, a multi-disciplinary background is needed in order to design 
elegantly protocols for sensing. For the approaches based on catalytic reactions, signal 
amplification is obtained since a catalyst itself is a signal amplifier in terms of chemical 
conversion.  
 




After the first report of cross-coupling reaction of alkenylboranes and aryl halides via 
Pd(Ph3)4 catalysis in the presence of a base in 1979,
104
 the so-called Suzuki-Miyaura 
coupling reaction has seen a dramatic increase in use over the past several decades
105-
108
 and the 2010 Nobel prize also went to Akira Suzuki et al for their contributions to 
Pd-catalysed cross coupling reaction in organic synthesis. The Suzuki-Miyaura 
coupling reaction is one of the most utilised methods for the introduction of a new 
carbon-carbon bond, though there are several other coupling reactions able to achieve 
this. The Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction received more attention as it has several 
advantages: the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction can be carried out under mild 
conditions with easy removal of boron-containing by-products; the vast varieties of 
commercially available boronic acids are more environmentally friendly than other 
organic-metallic reagents;
109
 a lot of functional groups could be tolerated by this 
coupling reaction, which is especially important for natural products synthesis. 
There are generally two types of Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reactions, cross-coupling 
and homo-coupling. The homo-coupling reaction,
110
 firstly discovered as the side-
reaction of Suzuki cross- coupling, however, is now used as a useful strategy to get 





The classical mechanism cycle for Suzuki cross-coupling reaction could be depicted as 
Scheme 20, which includes four steps: (a) oxidative addition of organic halides to Pd
0
; 
(b) transmetallation between boron compounds and the resulting complex from the first 
step; (c) isomerisation of cis- and trans-complex after transmetallation; (d) final 
product resulting from a reductive elimination step. 
There have been a large number of studies on the catalytic process. Canary and co-
workers observed the intermediates involved in Pd(0)-catalyzed Suzuki coupling 
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reaction by ESI-MS directly under reaction conditions,
111




Scheme 20   Catalytic cycle for Suzuki-Miyaura type cross-coupling 
 
Pd(0)L2 could be obtained by ligand dissociation from the precursors of Pd(0)-




The oxidative addition is usually taken as the rate-determining step. Several factors 
may affect the rate of this process. Both experimental and theoretical results show that 
the choice of X would greatly influence this process, liability towards oxidative 
addition in the order of ArI > ArBr >> ArCl.
113
 Thus, the reactivity could be tuned by 
changing the substitution groups. Aryl halides with electron deficient groups have 
higher oxidative addition rates. Besides, the ligands of palladium could also affect the 
efficiency of the catalyst, electron-rich phosphines offering stronger activity. It’s easy 
to understand since the oxidative addition could be explained as that the Pd
0
 catalyst, 
carrying lone pair electrons, attacks the Ar group, thus the more electron-donating 
ability of the ligands offers more electron density of palladium.  
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A base is needed to increase the nucleophilicity of boron in order to facilitate 
transmetallation between boron and the positive metal centre since organoboron 
compounds are highly electrophilic. However, for different solvent systems, the 
preference of base is different. In THF/ H2O system, stronger bases resulted in better 
yield, whereas K2CO3 and K3PO4 are more efficient in DMF. In fact, results showed 
that the cross-coupling reaction is in some degree pH dependent. An isomerisation 
between complex 3 (trans-Pd
II
L2Ar`Ar in Scheme 20) and complex 4 takes place to 
make the following reductive elimination proceed smoothly.   
The reductive elimination step is supposed to be facile. However, the natures of ligands 
also play an important role in this step. Stronger donor ligands make the metal centre 
more electron rich, which greatly promotes the oxidative addition, yet inhibits the 
reductive elimination step. 
The Suzuki type homo-coupling (chemical equation (2)) is now attracting more and 
more attention for its usage in biphenyl syntheses.
110
 Results found that when carried 
out the Suzuki cross-coupling, if not handled properly, for example, not under inert 
atmosphere, more homo-coupling products are generated.
114
 This gave some clues to 
investigate the mechanism of Suzuki homo-coupling, which found that oxygen, solvent 
and other factors
115
 seem to play very important roles.  
 
The general belief is that homo-coupling occurs in the presence of oxidants.
115-117
 A 
proposed intermediate compound ArPd-[OOB(OR)2](dppp) complex was involved in 
the reaction cycle,
118
 followed by transmetallation with another ArB(OR)2, generating 
Ar2Pd(dppp). Adamo and co-workers
119
 offered evidences for the involvement of 
peroxo complex of palladium both experimentally and theoretically, the proposed cycle 
shown in Scheme 21, the steps similar to that of cross-coupling. Two ArB(OH)2 
molecules are supposed to involve in, the first for activating peroxo complex of 
palladium and the other for transmetallation. They also explained the generation of 










Overall there are many factors that affect the catalytic reaction. Great efforts have been 
devoted to investigate the effects of catalyst, ligands, bases, solvents as well as the 
additives. Current developments with new catalysts can carry Suzuki type reactions 




 as substrates at room temperature 





also reported to be a catalyst in Suzuki type coupling. 
 
1.5.3 Tsuji-Trost reaction 
 
The Tsuji-Trost reaction is a palladium-catalysed substitution reaction, named after Jiro 
Tsuji who first reported the method in 1965 and Barry Trost who extended the scope of 
this reaction.
125, 126
 The total reaction is listed as chemical equation (3): X stands for a 
leaving group, like halides, acetate or esters; NuH stands for the nucleophiles such as 
active enolates, amines or phenols. The product is generated by nucleophile replacing 
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Scheme 22   Catalytic cycles of Tsuji-Trost reaction 
 
Palladium catalyst goes through the oxidative addition with the nucleophile, which 
forms an η2-π-allyl complex via coordination of Pd(0)-catalyst to the double bond. 
Depending on the nature of the nucleophile, there are two general classes of reaction 
types for Tsuji-Trost reaction. The “hard” nucleophiles were those derived from 
conjugate acids with pKa > 25, whose catalytic mechanism shown in Scheme 22 (a).
127
 
The hard nucleophile first attacks the metal centre, followed by reductive elimination to 
afford the allylation product. Whereas the “soft” nucleophile was referred to that 
derived from corresponding conjugate acid with pKa < 25 and would directly attach to 
the allyl unit. The final allylation product is generated from decomplexation of 
intermediate Scheme 22 (b). 
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Tsuji-Trost reaction found its application in many aspects, especially in making chiral 
compounds via achiral substrates and asymmetric allylic alkylation. Recently it also 




1.6 Deduction of equations for calculating 
binding constants 
 
1.6.1 Overview of binding constants determination 
 
In the field of host-guest chemistry, binding constants are one of the important 
parameters to quantitatively determine the formed complex, a criterion for the 
evaluation of the host-guest complexation process, which is also known by the terms of 
formation constant, association constant or stability constant. The binding constants 
indicate the thermodynamic stability of the host-guest complex at a given solvent with 
a given temperature. Thus, thermodynamic parameters (enthalpy, entropy) and Gibbs 
free energy offer more suitable criteria for determining binding constants, given in 




                                                eqn. (1) 
                                               eqn. (2) 
       
  
 




   
 
                                     eqn. (3) 
At the same time, binding constants determination could also be achieved via titration 
of the guest molecule with the host molecule by means of UV-vis, fluorescence and 
NMR spectroscopy. Such analysis is based on the binding equilibrium model: Equation 
(4), with binding constant K presented by Equation (5), where H is host; G, guest; P, 
complex; a, b, stoichiometry numbers. During the binding process, the Law of 
conservation of mass is still applied, which could derive Equation (6) and (7), where 
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[H]0 and [G]0 are the initial concentrations of host and guest molecules; [H] , [G]  and 
[HaGb], concentrations of host, guest and complex at equilibrium state. 
                                                      eqn. (4) 
  
      
          
                                eqn. (5) 
 [H]0 = [H] + a * [HaGb]                             eqn. (6) 
 [G]0 = [G] +  b * [HaGb]                                      eqn. (7) 
However, in order to calculate the binding constants, the stoichiometry of  a and b, 
needs to be determined, which are commonly obtained by Job's plot analysis, which 
was carried out by fixing the total concentration of host and guest molecule while 
varying the ratio of these two components. If no specific binding ratio for a host-guest 
interaction, approximation strategy is often employed to get the binding constants. Here 
the deduction of binding constant calculating equation is discussed according to the 
requirement in this thesis. 
 
1.6.2 Deduction of observed binding stability calculation 
equation for simple binding process 
 
When performed the titration, concentration of the host molecule normally stay 
constant while keeping increasing the concentration of guest molecule. The signal of 
the system will change along with the formation of host-guest complex. Assuming the 
fluorescent intensity is the signal and guest molecule itself does not have fluorescence. 
Then the initial fluorescence intensity F0 is only generated from host molecule, which 
is supposed to be proportional with the concentration of host molecule, shown in 
Equation (8), where    includes parameters like quantum yield, path length, molar 
absorptivity. 
                              eqn. (8) 
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Along with addition of guest molecule, the observed fluorescent intensity, then, 
included the formed complex as well as the fluorescence of free host molecule, 
represented as in Equation (9). 
                                    eqn. (9) 
When excess amount of guest added, it is supposed that all the host molecules formed 
the complex, that is, [HG] ≈ [H]0 and then the final fluorescence intensity would mostly 
come from the fluorescence of the formed complex, as indicated in Equation (10).  
                                         eqn. (10) 
From Equation (8) and (10), both     and      could be obtained. As together with 
Equation (5) – (7), where taking a and b as 1, [H], [HG] would be represented in terms 
of K and [G]. Then all the variation factors (kH, kHG, [H], [HG] )  in Equation (9) could 
be replaced and Equation (9) is rewritten as Equation (11). 
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                             eqn. (12) 
Then suppose 
   
 
  
                
    
  
 
Here we get the equation for calculating the observed binding stability of boronic acid 
based saccharide sensors. 
   
            
       
                         eqn. (13) 
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Additionally, if the binding event occurred along with absorption changes of host 
molecule, then the similar deduction could afford Equation (14), similar to that of 
Equation (11). 
   
              
        
              eqn. (14) 
Where A0 is the initial absorption of host molecule, Alim is the absorption when excess 
guest molecule added, K is the binding constant. 
Accordingly, Equation (15) is easy to obtain by deducting A0 from each side, which 
could be further derived into Equation (16), when y = A-A0, b = Alim – A0, X = [G]. 
       
               
        
       
(       )       
        
      eqn. (15) 
   
       
      
                       eqn. (16) 
Equation (16)  is often used for calculating binding constant based on absorption 
changes. 
However, Equation (13) and (16) do not always fit well with the acquired titration 
profile, especially those with multiple binding ratios. At this point, modified equations 
are needed in order to get satisfactory binding constants. 
 
1.6.3 Deduction of binding constant calculation equation for 
binding with 1:2 binding ratio 
 
For the binding ratio larger than 1:2, the binding constant calculating equation would 
be very complicated.  Here only the complex formed with a 1:2 binding ratio is 
discussed. The binding constants for the formation of complex with 1:2 binding could 
be listed as in Equation (17) and (18), where K1 and K2 are the separating binding 
constants, respectively. 
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            eqn. (17) 
    
     
        
            eqn. (18) 
Similarly, Equation (19) could be acquired when absorbance or fluorescent intensity 
changes of host molecule is proportional to the guest molecule concentration. 
                                 eqn. (19) 
At certain concentration of guest, the total signal comes from three components and 
could be expressed in Equation (20). 
                                eqn. (20) 
where a,b,c are parameters, including the molar absorption coefficient/quantum yield of 
H, HG, HG2. 
In the presence of excess amount of analyte, free host molecule as well as the HG 
complex barely exist, where the signal of the system would only from the HG2 complex. 
And the concentration of HG2 is approximately the same as the initial concentration of 
host molecule, shown in Equation (21) 
                               eqn. (21) 
Together with Equation (22) and (23),  it is able to get Equation (24), 
130
 which is the 
modified equation for determining binding constants with a 1:2 host to guest binding 
ratio. 
                             eqn. (22) 
                         eqn. (23) 
   
                                    
 
                     
        eqn. (24) 
The Equation (13), (16) and (24) are the commonly used equations for calculating 
binding constants. Actually, for a certain type of  host and guest molecules, the binding 
processes are not always occurred exactly as above deduced. The equation presented 
here is the simplified model for determining the binding constants. There are also some 
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processes,  requiring other specific binding equations in order to obtain satisfactory 
results. 
 
1.7 Summary of Chapter 1 
 
Firstly, a brief introduction was given about saccharides and their function in various 
aspects, followed by the background information about the character of the boronic 
acid moiety and its unique interaction with diols, which have been extensively used in 
saccharide recognition. Later fluorescent techniques together with different types of 
fluorescence sensing mechanisms were presented. 
 Literature reviews were listed about the progress on saccharide detection based on 




 The B-N interaction has 
been investigated in order to design more sensitive probes. Selectively recognition of 
D-glucose could be achieved if two boronic acid moieties were in a proper orientation. 
And the factors which affect the binding constants and selectivity were studied in detail 
in terms of modular sensor approach. Recent achievements on saccharide sensing based 
on weak interaction as well as boron acid-diol covalent interaction were also presented. 
A lot of monoboronic acid sensors were reported which can selectively bind with D-
glucose, reducing the synthetic effort and with better solubility. 
Furthermore, the progress about fluoride sensing was reviewed in terms of with and 
without B-F interaction probes. Fluoride is a Lewis base and able to form strong 
hydrogen bonds which can be extensively used in developing fluoride sensors. 
Meanwhile, two different palladium-catalysed reactions, Suzuki coupling reaction and 
Tsuji-Trost reaction, were introduced with the reaction mechanisms outlined at the 
same time. 
At last, the deduction of equations for calculating binding constants, used in this thesis,  














2 Results and discussion   Boron-additive 
hydrogel for saccharide sensing 
 
2.1 Overview of hydrogel based saccharide 
detection 
 
2.1.1 Introduction of hydrogel 
 
A hydrogel can be considered as a kind of material between liquid and solid state, 
exhibiting both liquid- and solid-like behaviours. Hydrogels have substantial internal 
structure and are often made from cross-linked water-soluble polymers that can hold 
water from 20% to 99% by weight,
134
 which offers a natural advantage for storing or 
carrying active ingredients. Furthermore, various properties of hydrogels, like swelling, 
mechanical, permeation, surface and optical properties, offer many potential 
applications.
135
 The so-called intelligent hydrogel is one example, capable of providing 
a volume change from their collapsed state to swollen, which can be seen as a signal 
response to external stimuli. The stimuli could be temperature, pH, ionic strength, 
concentration of organic solvent. Furthermore, the collapse / swollen changes are 




 and other stimuli sensors 
based on smart hydrogels have been developed and also the design of elegant drug 
delivery devices based on hydrogels also attract lots of attention.  
According to the nature of cross-linkers, hydrogels are generally classified as physical 
and chemical hydrogels.
142
 As the name suggests, the former type hydrogels are cross-
linked by physical methods, namely non-covalent interactions, such as hydrogen 
bonding, π-π stacking, van der Waals forces, hydrophobic interactions, charge 
interactions and transition metal coordination etc. Such kind of hydrogels, also called 
supramolecular hydrogel, often take sol-gel transition as the signal reporter for sensing. 
Chemical hydrogel are cross-linked by covalent bonds in terms of interlinked 
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polymerisation, which are generally not able to go through sol-gel state transitions, yet 
with stronger mechanical strength. 
The applications of hydrogels are various, depending on the properties of hydrogels. 
Those, sensitive to external stimuli, have the ability to indicate pH, temperature. Some 
are capable of responding to specific molecule, for example, glucose and can be used as 





2.1.2 Hydrogel used for saccharide sensing and separation 
 
As hydrogels with sensitive ingredients respond to external stimuli and also can behave 
as a drug carrier, they are believed to be the promising materials in maintaining blood 
sugar levels of diabetes patients, expecting them to work as an artificial pancreas. 
Various strategies have been reported based on such kind of materials. There are 
several types: a) enzyme modified hydrogel: glucose oxidase is encapsulated in a pH-
sensitive hydrogel;
144
 gluconic acid was generated after enzyme catalysis of glucose, 
which lowered the local pH in the microenvironment, resulting in pore size changes of 
the hydrogel and insulin release. b) lectin-modified hydrogel: lectins are natural 
receptors of carbohydrates, such as concanavalin A(Con A).
145
 c) phenylboronic acid-
functionalized hydrogel: phenylboronic acid is known to form cyclic esters with diols 
along with the decrease of pKa of boronic acid. 
As our group interests in the application of boronic acid moiety in various aspects, the  
progress on the boron modified hydrogels will be briefly summarised. 
The first glucose-responsive hydrogel
146
 was formed from the monomer of N-
isopropylacrylamide crosslinked by N,N′-methylene-bisacrylamide with a fraction of 
phenylboronic acid as recognition moiety. Almost no release of insulin occurred when 
the glucose concentration was below 1 g/L whereas a large release was observed when 
glucose concentration increased to 3 g/L. When the immobilized phenylboronic acid in 
hydrogel binds with saccharide, a negative charge is induced. With addition of glucose, 
more of these anionic boronate complexes are formed, which are more hydrophilic than 
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the uncharged boronic acid, making the polymer more soluble and resulting in the 
release of insulin. 
For such kind of gel, the changes in volume are the common parameters for monitoring 
the added saccharides, however, a bulky hydrogel, which has a low diffusion rate, leads 
to a slow response time.  In order to tackle this issue, thin hydrogel film, or micro-, 
nano-hydrogels are made, which require special and expensive instruments to recognise 
the volume changes. One possible solution is to use a transducer, which could reflect 
the volume changes in an easy and convenient detectable way.
147
 The interesting results 
were reported by Asher,
148, 149
 who combined a polyacrylamide hydrogel with an 
embedded crystalline colloidal array (CCA) that diffracts light to report on its lattice 
space, and thus the volume of hydrogel. Glucose binding with phenylboronic acid 
induced the formation of boronate anions, which resulted in a Donnan potential, and an 
osmotic pressure that caused the hydrogel swell and red-shifted of Bragg diffraction.
149
 
This system was further improved by introduction of an amine group and PEG. Only 
glucose can self-assemble the system into a supramolecular complex, which is 
associated with cross-linking of the hydrogel and blue-shifted diffraction. As the 
glucose concentration of tear fluid is closely linked to that in blood, they used this new 
material for non-invasive glucose monitoring by  using in contact lenses.
150
 Zhang et al 
prepared an ultrathin film and successfully detected glucose concentration via shifts of 
Fabry–Pérot fringes.151 Those aforementioned results rely on changes on either 
diffraction or reflection. Meanwhile, extensive efforts are devoted to fluorescent-based 
systems due to its unique advantages of fluorescence, like high sensitivity and multiple 
parameters to use. The Zhou group
152
 reported a series of hybrid gels with imbedded 
fluorescent sensor, such as noble-metal nanoparticles; a boronic acid moiety was 
incorporated onto the polymer to afford a glucose responsive polymer hydrogel, which 
is also bound to fluorescent nanoparticles. The variation of glucose concentration 
would direct the behaviour of polymer hydrogel, which in turn tuned the optical 
behaviour of nanoparticles. They further used this disruption to regulate release of 
insulin, offering a state-of-art strategy for diabetes treatment. 
Saccharides exist not only in the format of monosaccharides, oligosaccharides but also 
in glycoproteins, common biological components. Besides saccharide detection in 
human blood,  boronic acid modified polyacrylamide hydrogels could also be used in 
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electrophoresis to separate oligosaccharides or detect glycated protein, which also 
known as non-enzymatic glycosylation, is an important biomarker for various disease 
states.
153
 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) is a general separation matrix of 
biomolecules. Due to the electro neutrality of saccharides, the PAGE technique was 
further extended to FACE, the so-called fluorophore-assisted carbohydrate 
electrophoresis, 
154, 155
 where saccharides are modified with a fluorophore via the Schiff 
base formation reaction between aldehyde group on saccharide and amine group on 
fluorophore before separation. However, for saccharides with similar mass, structure 
and charge, the FACE strategy met its limit. Jackson and co-workers
47
 improved the 
FACE method by developing a boronate affinity saccharide electrophoresis (BASE), 
which incorporated the specific carbohydrate affinity moiety (boronic acid) in a 
polyacrylamide gel. The BASE method was further investigated to separate glycated 
proteins,
156
 which showed positive results and a potential application in identification 
of protein glycation.  
 
2.2 Aim and Objective 
 
Our group had prepared a dye displacement assay for saccharide sensing based on  
boronate hydrogel,
157
 which gave inspiration to further extend this system by 
synthesising a fluorescent boronate-hydrogel. The binding between boronic acid and 
diols would directly induce the fluorescent change without adding another signal 
reporter component.  
Previous results had demonstrated that boronic acid-modified acrylamide hydrogel 
could also be able to detect glycated protein in electrophoresis. Thus it was proposed 
that boronic acid-modified hydrogel has potential applications in directly visualising 
protein glycation under UV lamp other than staining procedures. PET sensors prepared 
in our group showed a fluorescent turn-on upon on complexation with saccharides. 
Bearing this in mind, it was proposed to further functionalise this structure with a 
methylacrylamide group to afford acrylamide monomers, which can be used in 
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electrophoresis. Different fluorophores were used in order to check the fluorophore 
effect on saccharide binding as well. 
 
2.3 Syntheses of boron-modified acrylamide 
monomers 
 
The proposed synthesis route is shown as Scheme 23. 
 
 
Scheme 23   Synthetic route for monomers containing fluorophore and boronic acid moiety 
 
Compound 22 was obtained by adding 1 eq. of di-tert-butyl dicarbonate ((Boc)2O) to 5 
eq. of 1,6-hexanediamine stirring overnight,
158
 then purified by column 
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chromatography with a yield of 74%. As there are two free amine groups, the other 
starting material ((Boc)2O) needs to be added drop-wise in order to avoid side reactions. 
Most of the by-products were the starting materials due to excess amount of 1,6-
hexanediamine used. As 1,6-hexanediamine has better water solubility compared with 
compound 22 and other byproduct, it could be washed off by means of extraction. It is 
hard to spot compound 22 under UV lamp as it has no absorption. 2,2-
dihydroxyindane-1,3-dione (Ninhydrin) dip was employed to a finished TLC plate. 
Compounds 23 and 24 were obtained by mixing 1.0 eq. of compound 22 and 0.9 eq. of 
the respective aldehydes, and stirred in MeOH at room temperature, with a yield of 48% 
and 67.2%, respectively. 
1
H NMR was employed to trace this reaction as the chemical 
shift of the proton on carbonyl group changed greatly when the reaction proceeded, 
mechanism shown in  Scheme 24. Proton a is attached to a carbonyl group, of which 
the chemical shift is around 10 ppm, whereas proton b attached to an imine group, 
which has less electron-withdrawing ability than the carbonyl group, thus proton b is 
more shielded, showing an up-field chemical shift. Thus, the disappearance of the peak 
at 10.0 ppm and the emergence of the peak around 9.0-10.0 ppm shown in the 
1
H NMR 
spectrum implied the completion of this reaction.  
 
 
Scheme 24   Mechanism of the generation of intermediate 
 
Compounds 25 and 26 were obtained under MeCN reflux in presence of K2CO3 for 
about 8 hours with almost quantitative yields 89% and 90%, respectively. In the case of 
stronger base being used or extended reaction time employed, the corresponding 
compounds without the pinacol protecting group would be obtained. After finishing 
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this reaction, condensing the mixtures under vacuum, crude products were precipitated 
out from water and then purified by chromatography if necessary. Compounds 
containing boronic acid groups are hard to purify, since the boronic acid moiety can 
interact with the hydroxyl surface groups in silica chromatography. Thus, low isolated 
yields often occurred due to streaking. In order to improve yields, the boronic acid 
moiety needs to be protected first with pinacol or 2,2-dimethyl-1,3-propanediol.  
However, for the formed boronated ester compounds, the protecting group could be 
removed during the column chromatography as well.  
For the deprotection of di-tert-butyl-dicarbonate (BOC) group, it was found that the 
pinacol group was partially removed. However, since the binding event of boronic acid 
group and diols is a reversible process in the buffer solution, the pinacol group has little 
effect on the binding interaction between boronic acid and saccharide, thus compounds 
with pinacol moiety on have little effect in future investigation. 
The final compounds 27 and 28 were not purely isolated, but NMR spectra showed the 
characteristic peaks. Monomethyl ether hydroquinone, used as stabiliser in acyl 
chloride reagent, adds extra peaks in NMR spectra, which make characterisation more 
difficulty. However, a quantitative reaction should be afforded as acyl chloride has a 
high reaction activity towards free amino moiety. Since the possible by-products would 
not be able to attend the further polymerisation step, the obtained compounds were 
used directly in the formation of hydrogel. 
 All the detailed synthetic procedures as well as characterisation data were collected in 
Chapter 6 (experimental part). 
 
2.4 Investigations of saccharide sensing 
 





 25          26 
 
Saccharide titrations were carried out both in solution and hydrogel. Compounds 25 
and 26 were chosen for the solution test, and only monosccharides were tested.  The 
fluorescent titration of compounds 25 and 26 indicated that, upon adding the 
saccharides, an increase in fluorescent intensity was observed, shown in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2 respectively. This is consistent with previous PET sensors: binding between 
boronic acid and diols would decrease electron density of N atom as well as  increase 
boron acidity, leading to a reduced PET processes. Typical anthracene emissions at 394 
nm, 419 nm and 444 nm were observed for sensor 25. The observed stability constants 
(Kobs) were calculated via Equation (13)
159
 by employing emission intensity versus 
saccharides concentration. D-fructose showed the strongest binding stability with a 




 = 0.999), for D-galactose Kobs = 221.4 ± 8.05 (R
2
 = 
0.999), for D-glucose Kobs = 221.4 ± 8.05 (R
2
 = 1.00) and for D-mannose Kobs = 221.4 ± 
8.05 (R
2
 = 0.998).  The binding stability constants follows the well-established order 
for binding between monoboronic acid and saccharides: D-fructose > D-galactose > D-
mannose > D-glucose.
9
 Titrations with senor 26 follows similar trend, but the observed 
stability constant for each saccharide  is lower than that with sensor 25, yet with larger 
fluorescent enhancement. The Kobss and fluorescent enhancement are listed in Table 1 
and Table 2, respectively. These results indicated that the fluorophore group did have 
an impact on the binding stability of boronic acid with saccharides. The lower Kobs of 
compound 26 toward monosaccharides may be due to the greater hydrophobic nature of 




























































Figure 1  (a) Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 25 with different concentrations of D- fructose 
in pH 8.21 aqueous methanolic buffer solution [52.1 wt% methanol (KCl, 0.01000 M; KH2PO4, 



















































Figure 2  (a) Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 26 with different concentrations of D-fructose in 





Table 1 Observed stability constants (Kobs), coefficient of determination (R
2
) and fluorescence 
enhancements of compound 25 




 Fluorescence enhancement R
2
 
D-Fructose 1381.7 ±41.80 2.54 ± 0.00 0.999 
D-Galactose 221.4 ±8.05 2.82 ± 0.02 0.999 
D-Glucose 87.18 ±1.80 2.82 ± 0.01 1.00 
D-Mannose 92.48 ±3.79 2.87 ± 0.02 0.998 
 
 
Table 2  Observed stability constants (Kobs), coefficient of determination (R
2
) and fluorescence 
enhancements of compound 26 




 Fluorescence enhancement R
2
 
D-Fructose 860.4 ±39.2 3.48 ± 0.02 0.997 
D-Galactose 113.6 ±1.91 3.37 ± 0.01 1.00 
D-Glucose 61.30 ±1.78 3.43 ± 0.02 0.999 
D-Mannose 63.04 ±2.00 3.36 ± 0.02 0.999 
 
 
2.4.2 Hydrogel formation and saccharide titrations 
 
Hydrogel formation 
The detail procedures of making acrylamide hydrogel was presented in experimental 
chapter (section 6.2.3). Following previous results, the polyacrylamide hydrogels were 
prepared, consisting of water (60% w/w), acrylamide (38% w/w), methylene 
bisacrylamide (1% w/w) and boron-containing acrylamide monomer (27 or 28, 1% 
w/w).  However, it was found that due to the poor solubility of compounds 27 and 28, 
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reduced amount of boron-additive acrylamide monomer is required in order to get clear 
hydrogels. 0.05 % compound 27 was finally used for gel formation. In fact, for 
compound 28, the gel is still opaque even the percentage down to 0.025 wt%, and so 
most of the investigations were carried out with compound 27. 
Boron-additive hydrogel was first made in pure water environment. In order to test the 
factors that could affect the volume of hydrogel. Three hydrogel from the same batch 
were incubated overnight in pure water, pH 8.5 phosphate buffer and pH 8.21 
phosphate buffer (containing 52.1 wt % methanol), respectively, of which size changes 
are shown in Picture 1. Compared with the size of hydrogel in pure water, hydrogel was 
swollen at pH 8.5 phosphate buffer and shrunk in pH 8.21 phosphate buffer containing 
52.1 wt % methanol. In pure water solution, gel size can be affected by pH values, 
which were attributed to changes of the charges on boronic acid moiety. In alkali 
conditions, formation of boronate anion could efficiently increase the solubility of 
boro-additive and electro repulsion of the hydrogel. It is known organic solvents could 
partially dissolve hydrogel, causing the shrink. When in methanolic buffer solution (pH 
= 8.21, 52.1% wt MeOH), MeOH made the hydrogel shrink even with a pH value 
which was supposed to swell the gel. Thus buffer solutions without organic solvents 
were used in the following experiments.   
 
 





As the binding stability between boronic acid and saccharide is greatly affected by pH 
values,
160
 the hydrogel responses to pH were investigated. 0.05 M KH2PO4 was 
adjusted by 2 N NaOH to afford the buffer solutions with different pH values, 6.30, 
7.31, 7.91, respectively. Since the buffer range of KH2PO4 / NaOH system is 5.6 to 8.0, 
the buffer was switched to Glycine / NaOH system, with a similar strategy to obtain the 
buffers with pH values of 8.60, 9.03, 9.49 and 10.17. D-fructose was utilised as model 
saccharide to evaluate the hydrogel responses with and without saccharides, the results 
shown in Figure 3.  It was found that there was slightly higher saccharide response 
when pH > 8, which might be due to the enhanced binding affinity between boronic 
acid and saccharide. Another point to mention is that a hypsochromic shift of the 
maximum emission occurred for the hydrogel before and after addition of D-fructose 
from 448 nm to 409 nm. 




































Figure 3  Fluorescent intensity changes of gel in buffer solution with different pH values 
 
A micro-plate reader (12 × 8 wells) was used for the saccharide titration with hydrogels. 
The data for hydrogel-based saccharide titration was collected using a GILDON 
pλotonics fluoro-SENS fluorescence spectrometer. 0.2 mL gel precursor solution was 
added to each well and left for 40 minutes to set. Different volumes of saccharide 
solution were added and buffer was added to make the total liquid volume up to 0.1 mL. 
As binding in hydrogel is a diffusion based process, 2 hours of incubation time was 
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used to allow formation of boron-saccharide complex. Since the plate reader could 
offer high throughput analysis, saccharide titrations were carried out three times per 
concentration of saccharide, results shown in Figure 4. The selectivity orders for 
saccharides are consistent with that in solution, D-fructose > D-galactose > D- mannose > 
D-glucose. The binding constants of each saccharide, listed in Table 3, are much lower 
than that in solution phase. The binding constant with D-glucose is too low to be fitted. 
It is possible that the boronic acid moiety can't bind effectively with saccharides in 
hydrogel phase. One possible method is to reduce the size of hydrogel to even smaller, 
allowing faster diffusion process. 

























Figure 4  Fluorescent intensity ratios (F / F0) at 409 nm versus saccharide concentration 
 
Table 3   Observed stability constants (Kobs), fluorescence enhancements coefficient of determination 
(R
2
 ) of compound 27 




 Fluorescence enhancement R
2
 
D-Fructose 52.6 ± 5.3 10.3 ± 0.4 0.992 
D-Galactose 10.8 ± 1.3 6.4 ± 0.4 0.993 
D-Glucose -- -- -- 




Both compounds 27 and 28 were used for electrophoresis in order to visualise the 
separation or detection of saccharides and glycated protein. It is proposed that the 
doping of compounds 27 and 28 could afford a boronic acid functionalised 
polyacrylamide hydrogel, which was used for the electrophoresis. The doped boronic 
acid moiety would bind with glycated protein, leading to a slower migration rate in 
electrophoresis, compared with the rates of normal proteins. Furthermore, the binding 
between boronic acid moiety and glycated protein would block the PET process, 
leading to the recovery of fluorophore emission. After finishing the electrophoresis, the 
plate could be visualised directly under a UV lamp.  However, collaborators found it a 
bit difficult to use these two compounds in electrophoresis experiments as no results 
could be obtained due to that of compounds 27 and 28 having poor solubility, which 
are not suitable for electrophoresis. 
 
2.5 Summary of Chapter 2 
 
A series of boron-containing compounds 25, 26, 27 and 28 were synthesised which 
exhibited typical PET sensors activities. 27 and 28 contained a methyacrylamide 
moiety with a potential to form hydrogel polymer. 
Secondly, saccharide titration in solution phase were carried with compounds 25 and 26, 
sensor 25 has  stronger binding with saccharides than that of sensor 26, which may be 
due to the difference between fluorophores and steric effects. 
Thirdly, a boron-additive hydrogel was formed by using compounds 27 and 28. Due to 
poor solubility of compound 28, only compound 27 has better performance to allow for 
further experiments. pH conditions and organic solvents were found to affect the 
volume of hydrogel, which were optimised before carrying out saccharide titrations. 
The binding stabilities of each saccharide in hydrogel are much lower than that in 
solution.  
Compounds 27 and 28 were used by collaborators Marta P. Morais for electrophoresis 
and the results indicated that the compounds could not be used due to poor solubility. 
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Further optimisations by preparing of water soluble fluorophores are required before 












3 Results and discussion   A dual 





3.1.1 Overview of 1,8-naphthalimide based sensors 
 
The 1,8-naphthalimide structure (Scheme 25) has been extensively explored as a 
versatile platform for biological sensing and imaging due to its unique photophysical 
properties such as absorption and emission in visible region, large Stokes shifts as well 
as high photostability.
16, 161
 Additionally the photophysical properties could be 
modulated via modification on the fluorophore itself (3,4,6-positions) or on "N-imide 
site". Modification on 4-position with electron donating groups would induce a "push-
pull" effect which leads to an internal charge transfer (ICT) character. Such ICT 
sensors displayed broad absorption around 450 nm and emission around 550 nm, 
respectively, allowing for designing of colorimetric sensors. Most 1,8-naphthalimide 
derivatives are sensitive to changes of microenvironment due to the ICT nature and also 
display solvent-dependency in their absorption and emission spectra. 
 




3.1.2  Fluoride detection based on 1,8-naphthalimide 
derivatives 
 
4-amino-1,8-naphthalimide derivatives (29a) were first employed for anion recognition 
by Gunnlaugsson et al by modifying 4-NH2 with aryl thiourea moiety, which could 
form strong hydrogen bonds with anions.
162
 Small amounts of fluoride could cause 
fluorescence quenching with almost no change in absorption. The fluorescence 
quenching could be explained by a PET process from the aryl thiourea to the 
naphthalimide core, which was strengthened upon binding an anion, resulting in 
quenching of the 1,8-naphthalimide fluorescence. A 1:1 binding was shown between 
anion and receptor. An excess amount of fluoride could cause large absorption changes, 
which was believed to be caused by the deprotonation of the 4-amino moiety, 
confirmed by observations of a HF2
-
 peak at 16 ppm in the 
19
F NMR. The results 
indicated that not only the thiourea but also the -NH at 4-position of 1,8-naphthalimide 
were involved in the interaction with fluoride.  
 
                                                         
Veale et al reported sensor 29b by connecting aryl thiourea moiety to the N-imide part, 
where the fluorescence was also quenched upon addition of anions.
163
 The observed 
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binding constants also indicated that the location of anion receptors (aryl thiourea 
moiety) has little effect on the sensing sensitivity towards anions; it was the 
deprotonation of 4-amino proton that caused the colour changes when fluoride added. 
Pischel et al developed a bis-naphthalimide sensor 29c to construct  logic gates as the 
fluorescence emission of sensor 29c could be tuned by protonation of tertiary amine 




 The two naphthalimides (1,8-naphthalimide and 4-amino-
1,8-naphthalimide) were linked through aliphatic spacer chain consisting of a tertiary 
amine. Protonation of the tertiary amine would selectively quench the PET process 
from amine to 1,8-naphthalimide, yet resulting in enhanced energy transfer between the 
1,8-naphthalimide and -amino-1,8-naphthalimide parts. When the concentration of 
fluoride was in range of 0 to 20 M, the protonated tertiary amine would be 
deprotonated, which then reactivated PET, leading to a fluorescence emission 
quenching. When more fluoride added (> 1 mM), deprotonation of 4-amino moiety 
would occur, resulting in a further quenching. Based on this, the author developed a 
ternary NOR logic gate mimic. This probe also proved that recognition of fluoride 
could be achieved solely on the deprotonation of the 4-amino position. 
The 1,8-naphthalimide moiety offered a versatile platform for constructing fluoride 
sensors and there are several reviews in this regime.
14, 16, 17
 The underlying mechanism 
is that the changes on the 4-amino of naphthalimide greatly affect its photophysical 
properties; and the fluoride anion is a strong Lewis base with small size, which made it 
an ideal candidate for tuning the photoproperties of naphthalimide.  
 
3.1.3 Saccharide recognition based on 1,8-naphthalimide 
derivatives 
 
Recognition of charge-neutral analytes such as saccharides is always a challenging 
issue and the boronic acid moiety was extensively explored for constructing saccharide 
probes as it can form boronate esters with 1,2- or 1,3-diols through covalent bonds. On 
the other hand, 1,8-naphthalimide moiety is extensively used in cation or anion sensors 
due to its unique photophysical properties. By combining these two parts, researchers 
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developed new saccharide probes via boronic acid modified naphthalimide derivatives.  
The Lakowicz and Heagy groups reported a series of naphthalimide-based mono-
boronic acid probes 30a-f with C0 spacers.
165-167
 30a was the first reported sensor and 
its fluorescence was quenched upon addition of saccharides, which was attributed to the 
photoinduced electron transfer mechanism as there are no fluorescence lifetime changes 
from the neutral form of boronic acid to its anionic form. 30b displayed a dual response 
to saccharides and with selectivity towards D-glucose, though with a low quantum yield 
while 30c was selective to D-galactose. This unusual selectivity indicated that there 
were other factors, such as conformational dynamics, that affected the binding affinity. 
30d-30f showed higher quantum yield and better solubility in water, however, not 




The Trupp group designed a water soluble probe (31) for saccharides by attaching the 
boronic acid moiety in the 4-position with an ethylene as a linker.
168
 By borrowing the 
B-N interaction, pronounced spectral changes were observed with the addition of 
saccharides. The sensor showed highest selectivity towards D-fructose with a limit 
detection of 0.1 mM. Most importantly, it gave a fluorescence turn-on response to 
saccharides, which is more desirable in designing fluorescent sensors. Another 




      31 
 
Later, based on the probe 31, the Wang group reported a series of sensors synthesised 
by modifying the 4-amino group directly with a phenylboronic acid group. With 
various substituent groups on the 4-amino or on the para-position of phenylboronic 
acid moiety, they investigated the substitution effect on the saccharide sensing and also 
the underlying mechanism.
169, 170
 However, results indicated that the variation of the 
substitution only produced a limited effect on saccharide binding. 
 
3.2 Aim and Objective 
 
Though the 1,8-naphthalimide moiety has been shown to be a good reporter for 
chemosensing applications, few of boron-modified naphthalimide compounds were 
reported for fluoride recognition. Within this project, a boron-containing 1,8-
naphthalimide probe and its according control compounds were synthesised. By 
attaching the boronic acid group to the naphthalimide through a hydrazone bond, the 
degree of conjugation in the entire system would extend due to the "amino 
conjugation",
171
 which, it was hypothesised, would facilitate charge transfer, resulting 
in longer wavelength of spectral changes. The response toward fluoride can be studied 
as both 4-amino proton and boron are binding sites to fluoride.
14
 In addition, saccharide 




3.3 Investigations on fluoride sensing 
 
3.3.1 Syntheses of compounds 33,34 and 35 
 
 
  33    34    35 
 
Compounds 33, 34, 35 were synthesised following procedures in literatures,
172
 
synthetic route shown in Scheme 26.  Compound 32a was synthesised by reacting 
propylamine with 4-bromo-1,8-naphthalimide anhydride. The propylamine could attack 
both anhydride part and 4-bromo position, thus the ratio of the reactants should keep 
close to 1:1. The reactant mixture was stirred in ethanol under reflux for 6 hours before 
condensed under vacuum. Then the resulted suspension was poured into ice water to 
precipitate out the crude product. Crystallisation was performed for purifying products 
with a yield of 89%. Compound 32 was obtained by treating compound 32a with 
hydrazine, a yellow colour observed once compound 32 formed. After stirring in 2-
methyoxylethanol for 3 hours, yellow solid was observed and TLC results indicated the 
disappearance of starting material compound 32a. The precipitate was filtered and 
washed with cold ethanol. The yield was 71%. Compounds 33, 34 and 35 were then 
synthesised under the same experimental conditions with different aldehyde reactants. 
Compound 33 has a poor yield, as the crude product required purification via flash 
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chromatography followed by recrystallisation, leading to a large amount of product loss. 
Compound 34 was synthesised as control compound of compound 33, which had a 
phenol group at para position of corresponding aldehyde reactants. Compound 35 was 
obtained by mixing compound 32 with p-methoxylbenzaldehyde in ethanol, reacting 
for 6 hours under reflux. The resulting solid has two different morphologies, one 
powder whilst the other cotton-like. The two solids were purified separately; however, 
they were confirmed to be the same expected compound 35. The underlying reasons for 
generating two different morphologies are still unclear yet. Detail experimental reaction 
conditions and full characterizations of all these compounds were listed in Chapter 6 of 
the thesis (Experimental). 
The formed hydrazones are stable since they participate in electron delocalization of the 
conjugated systems. Meanwhile the conjugation effect also leads to planar 
conformations of these compounds. Theoretical calculations discovered that the 
optimized planar geometries were similar both in gas phase and in acetonitrile solution, 










3.3.2 Solvent effect 
 
For 1,8-naphthalimide derivatives, an ICT photochemical character is often displayed, 
especially when the functional group was directly attached on the naphthalimide core. 
The optical properties of ICT-based probes are sensitive to the surrounding 
environment, thus a solvent screen was carried out to find out the most suitable solvent 
for fluoride sensing. The emission of compound 33  showed a bathochromic shift  from 
498 nm to 541 nm with decreasing solvent polarity (shown in Figure 5), which 








































Figure 5  Normalised fluorescent spectra of compound 33 in different solvents. The polarities of solvent 
are shown in terms of dielectric constants: toluene 2.38, diethyl ether (Ether) 4.3, ethyl acetate (EA) 6.02, 
tetrahedrofuran (THF) 7.5, dichloromethane (DCM) 9.1, acetonitrile (MeCN) 37.5 and methanol (MeOH) 
33. [33] = 2 M 
 
Furthermore, the responses of compound 33 toward fluoride were studied in each 
solvent in order to understand the solvent effect on the binding between fluoride and 
compound 33. It was found that 4.6 equivalents of fluoride would induce different 
degrees of spectral absorption decrease as well as red-shifts of emission for compound 
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33 in all tested solvents except methanol, in which the addition of fluoride barely 
caused any changes (Figure 6). The behaviours of compound 33 in methanol could be 
attributed to the strong interaction between fluoride and methanol reducing the binding 
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Figure 6  Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 33 in different solvents upon addition of 4.6 eq. of 
fluoride. [33] = 2 M Note: as in different solvents the fluorescent emission intensities of compound 33 
vary a lot, here all spectra were listed separately. 
 
Considering the phenol group on control compound 34, solvent effect together with 
responses toward fluoride in different solvents indicated that the absorption of  
compound 34 in each solvent is the same (two absorption peaks at 331 nm and 455 nm, 
respectively), but responses to fluoride are different as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 
Upon addition of fluoride, the absorption peak of compound 34 stayed the same when 
in methanol. However, a new peak appeared at around 600 nm with a clear isobestic 
point at 500 nm in other solvents after addition of fluoride. The new peak splits into 
two different distinct peaks in THF and toluene. In ethyl acetate, the new peak was also 
observed, but with reduced intensity.  
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Experiments also showed that addition of methanol to other organic solvents would 
effectively reverse the binding between compounds 33, 34 and fluoride. With regard to 
this, the test of fluoride sensing ability was limited to aprotic solvents. Considering the 
emission intensity, maximum emission wavelength and also the degree of spectral 
changes after addition of fluoride, acetonitrile was determined to be the optimal solvent 
























Figure 7  Absorption spectral changes of compound 34 in different solvents. [34] = 2.14 × 10
-5
 M 























34 + TBAF in different solevents:
 







3.3.3 Selectivity screen   
 
Fluoride is a strong Lewis base and the design of fluoride sensors normally relies on the 
Lewis base-Lewis acid interaction. However, there are several other competitive anions, 
which are normally the interferences for fluoride detection. Thus a series of Lewis 
bases in their tetrabutyl ammonium salts format were used to test the selectivity of 






 produced changes 
in the absorption, a new peak at 589 nm formed with an isobestic point at 480 nm,  
while other anions caused almost no spectral changes (Figure 9). Comparing the 






, it can be seen that fluoride causes the 
most pronounced difference at 589 nm. Meanwhile, a red-shift of absorption from 448 
nm to 474 nm was observed upon addition of 5 equivalents of fluoride, whereas such 




. The red-shift behaviour was also observed 
for the emission of fluorescent spectra of compound  33 (Figure 10). 







induced spectra changes. Nevertheless, F
-
 caused almost the same degree of changes as 
OAc
-












































Figure 9  Absorption spectral changes of compound 33 upon addition of 5 eq. of each anion in MeCN. 































































































Figure 11  Absorption spectral changes of compound 34 upon addition of 4.6 eq. of each anion in MeCN. 
[34] = 21.4 uM 
 
 
3.3.4 Anion titrations 
 
Compound 33 investigations 
There are two potential binding sites on compound 33, the 4-amino position and boron 
atom position. Initial design concept was that these two binding sites would work co-
operatively to interact with fluoride ion in order to achieve high sensitivity and 
selectivity. The anion selectivity results have already demonstrated that this probe 
could effectively discriminate different anions. The detail anion titration experiments, 
however, found that the two binding sites were not always working cooperatively as we 
expected. Actually, incorporation of a boronate ester moiety leads to a rather 
complicated interaction between compound 33 and fluoride. 
Absorption spectral changes of compound 33 went through several stages when binding 
with TBAF, shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13.  When the concentration of fluoride 
was below 30 M, that is, less than 3 equivalents, the decreased peak at 448 nm shifted 
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with small increase of absorption at 590 nm. As the formation of absorption at 590 nm 
is mainly due to the interaction between fluoride and 4-amino proton, the spectral shift 
changes indicate that the boron moiety has priority to bind with fluoride, and the 
formed boron species induced the red-shift of the absorption peak at 448 nm. With 
increasing of fluoride, significant increase of absorption at 590 nm as well as 
continuously peak-shift at 448 nm were both observed. When the concentration of 
fluoride was over 120 M (12 eq.), the absorption at 590 nm reached a plateau, leading 
to an "S" shape profile. While in fluorescent titration of compound 33, a much more 
sensitive response was observed, requiring only 3 equivalents of fluoride to quench 
almost all the fluorescence (Figure 15). In addition, along with decrease of fluorescence, 
a red-shift of emission from 524 nm to 545 nm was displayed. The high sensitivity 
might be due to the B-F species providing more non-emissive relaxation pathways for 
the excited state of compound 33. 
A Job's plot analysis, shown in Figure 14, was carried out to investigate the binding 
interaction between fluoride and compound 33, however, the results implied a 
complicated binding mode, which is partly due to the coordination between boron and 
fluoride anion and indicated a large deviation. 
Based on the absorption titrations, binding constants were calculated using modified 
Hill equation,
174







 > 0.995 (seen Appendix Fig. 1). The Hill coefficient n has a value of 2, indicating a 








































Figure 12   (a) Absorption spectral changes of compound 33 along with addition of TBAF in MeCN. [33] 
= 10 M (b) absorption changes at 590 nm of compound  33 with different concentrations of TBAF 
  




















Figure 13  Absorption changes at 590 nm of compound 33 versus the ratio of the concentrations of 























Figure 14  Job's plot diagram for binding interaction between compound 33 and TBAF in MeCN. 














































Figure 15   (a) Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 33 along with addition of TBAF in MeCN. [33] 
=  2 × 10
-6
 M, excited wavelength 450 nm; (b) emission  changes at 524 nm of compound 33 with 
different concentrations of TBAF 
 
The titrations of compound 33 with acetate anion were also carried out both in terms of 
absorption and fluorescence emission, a much weaker binding affinity was displayed 
compared with that of fluoride. As much as 16 eq. of acetate anion is needed to arrive 
at equilibrium state in the absorption titration and as for fluorescence titration, 6 eq. of 
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acetate were added to quench the original fluorescence by half. To our delight, the 





 value of 0.998 (Appendix Figure 2). The Hill coefficient n is 1, suggesting an 
independent binding event. Judging from the binding constants, compound 33 has one 
magnitude higher of sensitivity toward F
-









































Figure 16  (a) Absorption spectral changes of compound 33 along with addition of TBA OAc in MeCN. 















































Figure 17  (a) Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 33 along with addition of TBA OAc in MeCN. 
[33] = 3 × 10
-6
 M, excited wavelength at 450 nm;  (b) emission  changes of compound 33 at 525 nm with 




Compound 33 has a higher selectivity toward fluoride compared to acetate. Two factors 
account for this: one is that fluoride anion is a stronger base, which is able to form 
stronger hydrogen bonds; the other is that fluoride could coordinate with boron atom, 
acting in a cooperative manner to selectively discriminate anions.  
 
Compound 34 investigation 
Compared with compound 33, compound 34 has a phenol group instead of boronate 
ester moiety at the ortho-position, which could elucidate the role of boronate ester in 
anion sensing. Compound 34 has absorption at 442 nm and 520 nm, respectively. 
Addition of fluoride induced a new absorption peak at around 575 nm with a shoulder 
peak at 605 nm and a decrease of fluorescent emission at 520 nm, seen in Figure 18 and 
Figure 19. Furthermore, compound 34 is much more sensitive to fluoride. 3 eq. of 
fluoride produced a plateau in the absorption spectra, where compound 33 required 13 
eq. of fluoride. As for fluorescent titration, about 4 eq. of fluoride was needed for 
compound 34 to fully quench its emission, which has the same degree of sensitivity as 
that observed for compound 33.  The Job's plot analysis indicates a 2:1 binding mode 







as 0.992 (Appendix figure 3).  A Hill coefficient value of 2 was determined indicating 




 with  
R
2
 value as 0.998 was obtained when using nonlinear least squares analysis for 2:1 
anion-to-host complex formation (Appendix figure 4). Nonlinear least square analysis  
(Equation (24), deduced procedures listed in section 1.6 in chapter one) could afford 
stepwise binding constants K1 and K2, obtained for 2:1 binding. The observed binding 














































Figure 18  (a) Absorption spectral changes of compound 34 along with addition of TBAF in MeCN. [34] 
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Figure 19  (a) Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 34 along with addition of TBAF in MeCN. [34] 
=  2.14 × 10
-6
 M, excited wavelength 445 nm;  (b) emission  changes at 520 nm of compound 34 with 
different concentrations of TBAF 
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Figure 20  Job's plot diagram for binding interaction between compound 34 and TBAF in MeCN.  
Absorptions of compound  34 at 576 nm were employed 
 
In order to fully understand the binding affinity difference, a spectral investigation with 
acetate was also performed. Upon addition of acetate to compound 34, an absorption 
peak at 575 nm was observed, similar to that seen with fluoride. Although compound 
34 showed enhanced sensitivity toward fluoride, here another issue is that it showed 
similar even slightly better sensitivity toward acetate as well, indicating a poor 
selectivity between anions, shown in Figure 21. The Job's plot analysis (Figure 22) also 
indicated a 2:1 binding ratio. Similarly, binding constants were obtained via Hill 













 =0.999), respectively, seen in Appendix 
Figure 5 and 6. These results indicate that the Lewis acidic 4-amino proton and the 























Figure 21  Absorption changes at 575 nm of compound 34 with different concentrations of TBA OAc 
MeCN, [34] = 2.14 × 10
-5
  M. 
 


















Figure 22  Job's plot diagram for binding interaction between compound 34 and TBAOAc in MeCN.  
Absorptions of compound 34 at 576 nm were employed 
 
Compound 35 investigation 
The absorption of compound 35 at 452 nm decreased upon addition of TBAF, along 
with increase at 588 nm, of which the trend is similar to those observed with 
compounds 33 and 34, seen in Figure 23. Also 3.5 eq. of fluoride was required to reach 
the equilibrium state, which has the same degree of sensitivity as that observed for 
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compound 35 and a higher sensitivity than that of compound 33. The Job's plot analysis 
(Figure 24) results again indicated a 2:1 binding ratio and the binding constant of  






 as 0.997 (Appendix Figure 
7). Compounds 34 and 35 showed similar sensitivities towards fluoride, both higher 
than that of compound 33. These results indicated that the 4-NH is the predominate 
binding site for fluoride. 
 










































Figure 23  (a) Absorption spectral changes of compound 35 along with addition of TBAF in MeCN. [35] 























Figure 24  Job's plot diagram for binding interaction between compound 35 and TBAF in MeCN. 
Absorptions of compound  35 at 588 nm were employed 
 
Comparisons between compounds 33, 34 and 35 
All three compounds had responses to anions with formation of new absorption peaks 
at around 600 nm together with a decrease of fluorescent emission. Furthermore, 
binding between compound 33 and fluoride also induced a red-shift of both absorption 
and emission, which were neither observed for interaction between acetate and 
compound 33 or any other anions with compounds 34 and 35. The observed red-shifts 
of absorption and emission peaks is proposed to originate from the coordination 
between boron and fluoride. And the newly formed absorption peak came from the 
hydrogen bonding interaction between anion and the host acceptors, which also induce 
obvious colour changes and NMR chemical shifts, discussed later in this chapter. 
In terms of absorption spectra, compounds 33 showed poor sensitivity towards both 
fluoride and acetate, compared with that of compound 34 (Figure 25(a) and Figure 26).  
However, an interesting observation is that, the fluorescent emission changes of 
compound 33 displayed an improved selectivity between fluoride and acetate (Figure 
25 (b)). What's more, when compared with the binding constants obtained from 
absorption titration, listed in Table 4, compound 33 displayed a better selectivity 
between fluoride and acetate ions than that of compound 34. 
-94- 
 
In the other words, compound 33 sacrifices the sensitivity toward fluoride and acetate 
to obtain a better selectivity between them. 


































Figure 25  (a) Absorptions of compound 33 with fluoride and acetate anion versus ratios of anion to 
compound 33; (b) Fluorescent intensities of compound 33 with fluoride and acetate versus ratios of anion 
to compound 33 
 







































(1.60 ± 0.03) × 10
4
 7158 ± 424 
R
2
 = 0.995 R
2
 = 0.998 
Compound 34 
(4.35 ± 0.19) × 10
4





 = 0.992 R
2
 = 0.994 
 
Based on the behaviours of compound 33 with different anions, the binding mode with 
anions could be proposed as shown in Scheme 27. There are two binding sites for 
fluoride on compound 33, whereas there is only the one binding sites,  4-NH moiety, 




. The coordination between boron atom and 
fluoride could induce the spectral changes of compound 33 in terms of absorption peak 
shift as well as new peak formation. While other anions could only induce the 
formation of new absorption peak. Besides, the additional binding site increased the 
selectivity ability of compound 33 between fluoride and competitive anions, though the 
sensitivity toward fluoride is not as high as compound 34 and 35 do. 
 




3.3.5 NMR investigations 
 
NMR evidences for binding between compound 33 and TBAF 
The binding of anions was also verified from 
1
H NMR spectroscopy (DMSO-d6) by 
monitoring the aromatic N-H proton that initially appears at 11.65 ppm and imine 
proton at 8.98 ppm. Upon addition of fluoride, a new peak emerged at 11.6 ppm along 
with the decrease of peak of the aromatic N-H proton, shown in Figure 27. After 
addition of 1 eq. of fluoride, the original peak decreased, which was further broadened 
and eventually disappeared when the concentration of fluoride arrived at 3.0 eq. The 
initial peak of the imine proton also had a down-field shift to 9.07 ppm and gradually 
overlapped with a double peak from another proton. Then it was shifted up-field to 8.97 
ppm after over 3 eq. of fluoride being added. 
 
 
Figure 27  Stack plot of 
1
H NMRs of compound 33 on addition of  TBAF ( 0-3.0 eq.) in DMSO- d6, [33] 
= 20 mM 
 
Unlike the behaviour of compound 33 in 
1
H NMR, no split proton was observed with 
compound 34 (Figure 28). The peaks of aromatic N-H and phenol proton broaden and 
-97- 
 
disappeared upon addition of fluoride. No further changes were observed when the 
concentration of fluoride was over 2.4 eq. Instead a new peak came out at around 16 
ppm, supporting the formation of HF2
-
, shown in Figure 29. And for other proton peaks, 
the binding between fluoride and compound 34 induced an up-field shift, listed as 
Figure 30, since the binding between anion and compound 34 would increase the 
electron density of naphthalimide core, leading to the increase of electron shielding on 
the proton. 
 
Figure 28   Stack plot of 
1
H NMRs of compound 34 on addition of TBAF (0-3.4 eq.) in DMSO- d6 
 
 
Figure 29   Stack plot of 
1
H NMRs of compound 34 on addition of TBAF ( 2.4-3.4 eq.) in DMSO- d6 
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Figure 30   Chemical shifts of protons on compound 34 versus concentrations of fluoride 
 
1
H NMR titrations of compound 35 with fluoride shared similar behaviours to that of 
compound 34 with fluoride. The aromatic N-H proton immediately disappeared after 
addition of fluoride (Figure 31). All the proton peaks shift to up-field along with 
increase concentration of fluoride, which did not go through further changes after 
addition of ca. 2.6 eq. of fluoride. The chemical shifts of typical protons are shown in 
Figure 32. 
 
Figure 31   Stack plot of 
1


































Figure 32   Chemical shifts of protons on compound 35 versus concentrations of fluoride 
 
3.3.6 Anions recognition via visualisation  
 
Fluoride sensing with clear colour changes are always desirable, as they have potential 
to develop into quick, simple and naked-eye detection methods. Thanks to the unique 
photoproperties of 4-amino-1,8-naphthalimide, another significant character of probes 
33, 34 and 35 is that recognition of anions could be visualised due to the deprotonation 
process of the aromatic N-H proton. The initial colours of compounds 33, 34 and 35 are 
similar with a bright yellow colour and addition of fluoride results in a dark blue colour 
(Figure 33). As for compound 33, different anions could induce different colour 
changes as well. When 5 eq. of each anion were added to 12 M of compound 33, the 
colour of the solutions changed to a slightly dark yellow (Figure 34). After addition of  
13 eq. of each anion, it was found that different anions could display different colours, 
shown in Figure 35, with fluoride producing a dark blue, OAc
-
 giving a steel blue and 
H2PO4
- 
 an orange.  It was assumed that different binding affinities of these anions 





Figure 33   Colour changes of 20 M compounds with 27 eq. fluorides, from left to right: compounds 33, 
compounds 33 + F
-
, 34 + F
-



























3.4 Investigations on saccharide sensing 
 
While compound 33 was designed for fluoride detection, the saccharide sensing ability 
is  still worth being investigated. With regard to this aspect, several boron modified 




3.4.1 Stability investigations and pH optimisations 
 
Compound 33 has a poor solubility in aqueous environment since precipitate would 
form from pure water buffer solution. The fluorescent intensity changes of compound 
33 along with time were tested in methanol - water co-solvent buffer system, shown in 
Figure 36. It was found out that compound 33 could remain stable with water content 
less than 17% in the system. Thus investigations were carried out in a buffer system 
with water content of 17%.  
It's well known that the interaction affinity between boronic acid and diols are 
dependent on the pH values of the system.  The pH profile were ploted by recording 
fluorescent intensites of compound 33 at different pH values with and without presence 
of saccharide, see Figure 37. The fluorescent intensity of compound 33 stays stable in 
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slightly acidic condition, which will decrease along with increasing of pH of the system. 
The fluorescence was almost totally quenched when pH was 11. While in the presence 
of D-fructose, the pH titration profile shifts to a lower pH, compared with that of 
compound 33 itself. It is believed that the binding between boronic acid and saccharide 
would induce formation of bornate ester, which could easily convert to its anionic form, 
leading to the quenching of fluorescence. The boronic acid on compound 33 was 
already protected by a pinacol group; therefore, a competitive binding process existed 
in this system. The binding stability between D-fructose and boronic acid is much 
higher than that of pinacol with boronic acid moiety, which was believed to overwhelm 
the pinacol. The pH titration suggested that saccharide could result in the largest 
fluorescent difference at around pH 7.4.  




























O  in MeOH
 33% H
2
O  in MeOH
 
Figure 36   Stabilities of compound 33 in co-solvents system: Black (pure methanol), Red (3.8% water 
in MeOH), Blue (17% water in MeOH), Cyan blue (33% water in MeOH) [33] = 1 × 10
-5




































Figure 37   pH profiles of compound 33 with and without presence of D-fructose; [33] = 1 × 10
-5
 M; ex 
= 470 nm; (D-fructose was utilised as it showed strongest binding affinity with monoboronic acid probe 
in previous results) 
 
Based on all these observations, the following experiments were carried out in pH 7.4 
PBS buffer solutions with 83 % vol content of methanol. To ensure full equilibrium of 
the system, the solution was also left for 30 minutes before used for further experiments. 
 
3.4.2 Saccharide titrations 
 
The boronic acid moiety on compound 33 was protected by a pinacol group, the 
dynamic equilibrium process between boronic acid and diol can lead to the formation 
of more stable boronate ester if two different types of diols existed, as  the binding 
constant between pinacol and boronic acid is far less than that with saccharide.  
All the tested monosaccharides induced a steady decrease of fluorescent intensity of 
compound 33, similar to the D-fructose titration shown in Figure 38. The calculated 
binding constants indicated quite low values, following the well-established selectivity 
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orders for monoboronic acid deirvatives: D-fructose > D-galacotose > D-mannose > D-















































Figure 38   (a) Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 33 along with addition of D-fructose; (b) Ratio 
of F/ F0 at 545 nm of compound 33 versus concentration of D-fructose; [33] = 1 × 10
-5
 M; ex = 470 nm; 
em = 545 nm; 
 
Table 5   The observed binding stabilities and R
2




  D-fructose 170.6 ± 7.52 0.997 
       D-galacotose 39.15 ± 2.33 0.998 
   D-mannose 19.04 ± 1.82 0.994 
D-glucose 9.76 ± 2.79 0.981 
 
 




The photophysical properties of 1,8-naphthalimide core and its applications in 
fluoride and saccharide recognition were reviewed.  
A boron-containing 1,8-naphthalimide probe (33) and its according control 
compounds 34 and 35 were synthesised, which were fully characterised. The 
potential abilities of these compounds for recognising anions were investigated. It 
was found that compounds 34 and 35 showed higher sensitivities towards fluoride 
in terms of absorption, yet compound 33 had better selectivity between fluoride and 
acetate. It was proposed that the dual binding sites on compound 33 for fluoride 
anion accounts for the enhanced selectivity, though such structure rendering 
binding process complicated. The recognition process could also be visualised by 
naked-eye due to the deprotonation of 4-amino proton.  These assumptions were 
supported by the NMR spectral results.  
Compound 33 was also used for saccharide detection. Both stability and pH 
optimisation were carried out prior to measurement. It was found that compound 33 
showed the most pronounced spectral changes at pH 7.4 with 17 % vol water 
content. Fluorescent titrations with different monosaccharides revealed that the 
fluorescent intensity of compound 33 could be quenched, and the degree of 












4 Results and discussion   Colorimetric 





4.1.1 Chiral alcohol sensing  
 
For two stereoisomers with mirror images, they are normally called enantiomers. With 
regard to the chemical and physical properties, enantiomers are almost identical, yet, 
with different opposite chirality. The differences in charility, in some enantiomers, 
would greatly affect their pharmacological efficacy and induce the side effect. Thus this 
century has seen an increasing demand for determining the concentration and purity of 
enantiomers due to the importance of enantiopurity in the pharmaceutical industry.
175, 
176
 Chiral molecular recognition systems have been employed to assess enantiopurity, 
that exploit both covalent interactions,
54, 177-181
 and non-covalent interactions.
182
 Among 
non-covalent recognition systems reported ionic interactions, hydrogen bonding,
183-185
 
π-π interactions,186 metal coordination187-189 and hydrophobic interactions have all been 
shown to be effective, and these interactions have attracted great interests as they were 
employed for many applications such as self-assembly
190-192
 and molecular 
recognition.
45, 193-202
 The hydrogen bond is an important directional inter- or intra-
molecular interaction, which is crucial for controlling molecular conformation and 
molecular aggregation.
185
 In the area of molecular recognition, the strength of binding 
between ligands and receptor could be determined by hydrogen bonding, when the 
hydrogen binding is the controllable factors. For example, in biological systems, the 
binding between a substrate and an enzyme, as well as cell surface recognition, in great 
degree, depend on the hydrogen bond interactions.
203
  
As for those reported examples for chiral molecular recognition, chiral carboxylic acids 
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and amino acids are the common analytes, which is reasonable as the strong hydrogen 
binding capability would endow them unique characteristics when binding with 
receptors. In regard to chiral alcohol sensing, the much weaker interactions with 
receptors make it difficult to achieve enantioselective recognition, thus most of this part 
remains undeveloped.  
Zehnacker and co-workers reported a chiral alcohol probe based on laser induced 
fluorescence excitation spectra of naphthyl fluorophore (36) formed in a continuous 
supersonic expansion of helium. The fluorescent spectrum of (R)-36 with (S)-2-chloro-
1-propanol displayed different peaks from that of (S)-36 with (R)-2-chloro-1-propanol. 
Besides, other chiral alcohols could also be discriminated by compound 36. The 
problem is that this sensing strategy requires complicated techniques.  
 
 
      36 
 
Steiner outlined the palette of hydrogen bonding patterns available including O-H ··· N 
and N-H ···O/N interactions.
185
 These interactions have been extensively explored in 
the crystal engineering of supramolecular structures,
204, 205
 catalytic reactions and 
molecular recognition.
193, 196, 206-208
 Shinkai introduced chiral acids as templates to 
create enantiomerically pure aggregated structures using N-H·· ·O/N hydrogen bonding 
interactions, yet this is only capable of the enantioselective sensing of chiral acids.
193
 
Ghosh et al employed a series of pyridine derivatives for distinguishing carboxylic 
acids from non-hydroxyl analogues through such hydrogen bonding interactions as 
well.
196, 206
 Fang and Lu also utilised this interaction for developing saccharide 
derivatives.
207, 208
 Among the aforementioned examples, only the one reported by Fang 
et al demonstrated the enantioselective ability of the receptor for those saccharide 
derivatives diols. Addition of octyl -D-glucopyranoside to compound 37 produced a 
positive CD signal, which was believed to be the result of an inward conformation of 
the two indole rings after binding with a chair-like pyranoside. Meanwhile, the 
enantiomer of octyl -D-glucopyranoside (octyl -L-glucopyranoside) induced an 
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                       Octyl -D-Glucopyranoside            Octyl -L-Glucopyranoside  
 
4.1.2 Previous studies of compounds 38 and 39 
 
 
                 
    38     39 
 
Planar chiral ferrocene compounds 38 and 39, containing both central and planar chiral 
elements, were previously designed and synthesised as an enantioselective catalyst for 
the kinetic resolution of secondary alcohols.
209, 210
 An enantioselectivity factor up to 
1892 was confirmed. The strong hydrogen bond interaction together with the cation-π 
interaction was believed to be the promoting effect for effective catalysis, depicted in 
Scheme 28. It was especially noteworthy that whilst diastereoisomer 39 functioned 
exquisitely as a catalyst for kinetic resolution of secondary alcohol acylation, 
diastereoisomer 38 was completely inactive (an open top face was reasoned to be 
-110- 
 
required for the acylated catalyst to be able to effectively deliver its cargo).  
 
 
Scheme 28   Proposed transition state and the interactions between 39 and substrate 
 
4.2 Aim and Objective 
 
Previous studies have demonstrated the enantioselective ability for kinetic resolution of 
secondary alcohol acylation. The imidazole nitrogens on 38 and 39 are strong Lewis 
bases and can themselves form hydrogen bonds with alcohols.
211-213
 Furthermore, the 
nitrogen (N) - hydroxyl (C-OH) hydrogen bonding interaction is crucial for achieving 
enantioselective detection of chiral alcohols. All of these factors promoted us to explore 
the potential of compounds 38 and 39 for the enantioselective sensing. As the ferrocene 
core has absorption in the visible region, it was wondered if compounds 38 and 39 were 
able to enantioselectively discriminate chiral alcohols via visible colorimetric sensing. 
Both compounds 38 and 39 were kindly supplied by collaborators from Eastern Central 
University of Science and Technology (ECUST). 
 
4.3 Investigation of chiral alcohols 
 
Solvent determination 
In a dynamic supramolecular system, the interaction between substrate and guest 
molecules can be affected by various factors, such as solvents, temperature and phase, 
-111- 
 
especially the influences of solvents on the hydrogen bond in the studied system. 
Therefore, the hydrogen bond interactions between 38 and chiral alcohols (dimethyl D-
tartrate as model chiral alcohol) were studied in various solvents, spectral changes in 
various solvents indicating a strong dependence on the solvent. Spectral changes, 
shown in Figure 39, are almost identical before and after addition of 6 equivalents of 
dimethyl D-tartrate (D-DT) in toluene, THF, diethyl ether and ethyl acetate, while 
methanol itself could induce spectral changes of 38 and addition of 6 eq. of D-DT could 
only induce small changes at short wavelength. The changes in hexane could largely be 
attributed to the increase of baseline resulting from the insolubility issues. Though 
changes were also observed in DCM, the changes in acetonitrile are the most 
pronounced, and the absorption values are shown in Table 6. Thus all the subsequent 



































Figure 39  Absorption changes of 38 before (black line) and after (red line) addition of dimethyl-D-





Table 6  The ratio values of absorption at 576 nm to 516 nm of compound 38 in different solvents before 
and after addition of dimethyl D-tartrate 
 ∆a A1b A2c 
Toluene 0.046 0.246 0.292 
Methanol 0.456 0.650 1.106 
THF -0.009 0.331 0.322 
Acetonitrile 0.571 0.354 0.925 
Diethyl ether 0.018 0.319 0.337 
Dichloromethane 0.438 0.363 0.801 
Hexane 0.210 0.328 0.538 
Ethyl acetate 0.042 0.331 0.373 
 
a
 ∆ = A2-A1 
b
 A1: ratio values of absorption at 576 nm to 516 nm when 38 was 0.1 mM in each solvent 
c
 A2: ratio values of absorption at 576 nm to 516 nm when 0.6 mM dimethyl-D-tartrate was added to the 
prepared solution 
 
Optical behaviours of 38 and 39 with different alcohols 
 
 As fluorescent intensities of 38 and 39 are very low, spectral studies were investigated 
using UV-vis spectroscopy. Compounds 38 and 39 have an absorption peak at 516 nm, 
which was red-shifted to 576 nm upon addition of dimethyl D/L-tartrates (L-DT and D-
DT) , shown in  Figure 40. Here enantioselectivity was observed as dimethyl D-tartrate 
produced larger spectral shifts with 38 and 39 than that of dimethyl L-tartrate (Figure 
40 and Figure 41). One thing to point out is that different enantiomers only affect the 
CD absorption without inducing the Cotton effect. The observed binding constants for 









 respectively by using Equation 
(16), the deduction process of which was presented in Chapter one (section 1.6).
53
 
Meanwhile enantioselective recognition could be observed colorimetrically, since after 
the addition of six equivalents of dimethyl D-tartrate to a solution of 38, a colour 
















































Figure 40  (a): UV-vis spectral changes of 0.1 mM 38 in MeCN upon addition of dimethyl D-tartrate; 












































Figure 41  (a): CD spectral changes of 0.1 mM 38 in MeCN upon addition of dimethyl D-tartrate; (b): 























[Dimethyl tartrate] / mM
 
 
Figure 42  Absorption differences at 516 nm of compounds 38 and 39 in MeCN versus concentrations of 
dimethyl tartrate; [38] = [39] = 0.1 Mm; A = A0 - A 
 
Table 7  Calculated binding constants for 38 and 39 
 39-D-DT 39-L-DT 38-D-DT 38-L-DT 
b 0.0974 ± 0.019 0.126 ± 0.020 0.0760 ± 0.008 0.155 ± 0.035 
K 298.3 ± 84.7 141.4 ± 26.1 392.5 ± 63.2 112.5 ± 29.3 
R
2






Figure 43  From left to right: 0.1 mM 38, 6 eq. of dimethyl L-tartrate, 6 eq. of dimethyl D-tartrate in 
MeCN 
 
The sensing behaviours of the diastereoisomers 38 and 39 with dimethyl D/L-tartrates 
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were identical, demonstrating a divergence between applications to alcohol recognition 
as opposed to acylation catalysis, i.e. the inactive catalyst, 38, works equally well as a 
sensor. As such we chose to make further use of the inactive catalyst and continued our 
investigations with compound 38 only.  
A series of chiral alcohols were studied. It was found that chiral alcohols with pKa ≤ 12 
displayed higher chiral discrimination ∆ ≥ 0.1 (∆ is the difference between (A576nm / 
A516nm) for each pair of enantiomers with 0.1 mM 38 and, 0.6 mM of the chiral 
alcohol)
214
, shown in Table 8. It is reasonable as with lower pKa, the proton is more 
acidic, which would have stronger hydrogen binding than those with larger pKa values. 
D/L – tartaric acids were also investigated and while pronounced spectral and 
colorimetric changes were observed, no enantioselectivity was detected (Figure 44 and 









, respectively (Figure 46), which is much 
higher than that with alcohol since the pKa of tartaric acids are much lower, indicating 
the stronger strength in hydrogen bonding.  
It seems that the hydrogen bonding strength plays a crucial role in chiral alcohol 
recognition. When the analytes are secondary alcohols, the stronger the hydrogen bonds 
between analytes and substrate, the better the performance of the enantioselectivity. 
However, at a certain stage, increase of the hydrogen bonding strength would lead to 
loss of the potential of enantioselectivity, for example, the use of tartaric acids. One 
possible explanation is that the substrates were protonated when tartaric acids were 
utilised. In order to further justify this assumption, the following  NMR spectra studies 
were carried out. 
 
Table 8 Structures of the chiral secondary alcohols tested in this study and the ratio of absorption at 576 
nm to 516 nm of compound 38 after addition of 6 equivalents of each chiral alcohol 

































  Ratios of absorption at 576nm to 516 nm, [38] = 0.1 mM, [chiral alcohols] = 0.6 mM 
b 
  is the differences between (A576nm / A516nm) for each pair of enantiomers 
 
 
Figure 44  (a): Absorption changes of 38 with addition of D-tartaric acid; (b): ratios of absorbance of 































Figure 45   From left to right: 0.1 mM compound 38; with 1 eq. L-tartaric acid; with 1 eq. D-tartaric acid 
 
Figure 46 Absorption differences at 516 nm of compound 38 in MeCN versus concentrations of tartaric 
acids; [38] = 0.1 mM; A = A0-A 
 
4.4 NMR studies  
 
The nature of the interaction between compound 38 and chiral alcohols can easily be 
investigated by NMR spectra, as the protonation and hydrogen bonding have very 
different behaviours on the chemical shift of NMR spectra. The induced hydrogen 
bonding was illustrated by the chemical shift changes of proton a and b, which was 
defined at two dimension NMR correlation spectroscopy, COSY (Figure 47). For 
compound 38 itself, the doublet peak proton a has a correlation with proton b covered 
-118- 
 
by peaks of other protons. Such a cross peak indicated that proton a and proton b  
belong to two neighbouring carbon atoms respectively. After addition of 4.8 eq. D-DT, 
both had a down-field shift, which revealed the doublet peak of proton b as well.  






Figure 47  (a) COSY NMR of compound 38 in MeCN-d3; (b) COSY NMR of  compound 38 with 4.8 eq. 





H NMR titrations of 38 with dimethyl D-tartrate and D-tartaric acid indicate that 
similar hydrogen bonding species are responsible for the observed spectral changes, 
shown in Figure 48 and Figure 49. The down-field shift of both proton a and b upon 
addition of  D-DT and D-TA results from the hydrogen bond between nitrogen (N) - 
hydroxyl (OH), which would reduce the electron density on the N atom, leading to less 
electron-shielding effect on nearby protons. By comparing the chemical shifts of 
protons a and b, it is easily found that on addition of same amounts of D-TA and D-DT,  
chemical shifts induced by former are much more than that induced by latter. It means 
the stronger the hydrogen bond, the more down-field shift of the protons. On the other 
hand, the changes induced by addition of D-DT and D-TA could also be observed by 
the colour changes as well, shown in Figure 50.   
The enantioselectivity ability of compound 38 towards chiral alcohols could also be 
seen from NMR spectral differences, shown in Figure 51. With the same amounts of 
dimethyl tartrates, chemical shifts of proton a and b induced by D-DT are larger, which 
means that D-DT could form stronger hydrogen bond with compound 38 than L-DT. 
This indicated that the configurations of chiral alcohols could also affect the strength of 




Figure 48  Stacked NMR  plots of compound 38 with different concentrations of  D-DT in MeCN-d3. [38] 






Figure 49  Stacked NMR plots of compound 38 with different concentrations of D-TA in MeCN-d3. [38] 
= 2.5 mM 
 
       
  (a)      (b) 
Figure 50   (a) Colour changes of compound 38 with different concentrations of D-DT, from left to right： 
[38] = 2.5 mM, [38] + 4.8 eq. D-DT, [38] + 11 eq. D-DT; (b) Colour changes of compound 38 with 
different concentrations of D-TA, from left to right: [38] = 2.5 mM, [38] + 0.25 eq. D-TA, [38] + 0.5 eq. 





Figure 51   Stacked NMR plots for compound 38 itself and with D-DT and L-DT, respectively 
 
The NMR spectral changes originate from the hydrogen bond between compound 38 
and the guest (acid or alcohol) other than previous hypothesis of protonation. For 
tartaric acid, with lower pKa values, stronger hydrogen bonds formed, yet, without 
enantioselectivity. For chiral alcohols, like D-DT and L-DT, the configurations could 
also play a role on the strength of the formed hydrogen bond. Thus we believe that 
enantioselectivity is controlled by steric demands within the hydrogen bonding 
complexes formed between the guest (acid or alcohol) and compound 38.  
 
4.5 Summary of Chapter 4 
 
Enantioselective recognition of alcohols is under explored and also more difficult 
compared with the detection of carboxylic acids. Compounds 38 and 39 were initially 
used as enantioselective catalysts for kinetic resolution study of the acylation of 
secondary alcohols. The concern of the widely explored N···OH hydrogen bond 
interaction lead to investigations on the potential application for chiral alcohol sensing. 
The hydrogen bonding interactions between host (38 and 39) and alcohols are strongly 
dependent on the solvents. Acetonitrile was chosen as the ideal solvent. UV-vis spectra 
results indicated that 38 and 39 have almost identical responses towards chiral alcohols. 
The lower pKa values of chiral alcohols displays  better enantioselectivity, however, the 
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enantioselectivity ability is lost when treated with chiral acids (smaller pKa than 
alcohols),though pronounced spectral changes were achieved with chiral acids. 
Further NMR studies revealed that similar hydrogen bonding species are responsible 
for the observed spectral changes of 38 with dimethyl D-tartrate and D-tartaric acid, 
which ruled out the hypothesis that protonation occurred when tartaric acids were 
added to 38. The observed enantioselectivity of 38 could partially be due to the steric 
effect of the formed hydrogen bond complexes, which was proposed as in Scheme 29. 
Therefore, the increased distance between 38 and the chiral centres for the hydrogen 
bonding complexes formed with the tartaric acid (3 bonds, Scheme 29 (b)) over the 
alcohols (2 bonds, Scheme 29 (b)) explains the lack of enantioselectivity observed 
between the D/L-tartaric acids. 
 
 
Scheme 29  Proposed hydrogen binding structures of compound 38 with (a): chiral secondary alcohols 














5 Results and discussion  Suzuki-Miyaura 




5.1.1 Brief introduction about reaction based saccharide 
sensing 
 
Saccharide recognition has been extensively explored in the last few decades.  Various 
methods were developed in order to meet different requirements for saccharide 
sensing.
216
 Electrochemical methods are the most well established, especially in 
glucose monitoring. Currently, only small quantities of blood are needed to detect 
blood sugar level by (sub)micro dimension sensors. Optical strategies are still in their 
infancy.
65, 217, 218
 However, lots of attention is focused on developing optical based 
saccharide probes due to the various potential advantages of these methods, like non-
invasive continuous monitoring sugar levels and  free of reference electrode.  
 Optical molecular sensors are one of the largest class of saccharide sensors, by either 
using the affinity of boronic acid moiety towards diols
40, 219
 or hydrogen bond 
interaction between a sensor and saccharides.  Such types of sensors lie in the field of 
host-guest sensing system, which has been well discussed in Chapter one.  Boronic acid 
based sensors suffer from low solubility or low sensitivity due to low affinity with 
saccharides.  
Another type of saccharide sensors are enzyme based methods, involving catalytic 
reactions. The incorporated enzymes are mainly glucose oxidase (GOx) and glucose 
dehydrogenase which can convert glucose into products that are more easily detected. 
GOx could catalyse the convertion of glucose to D-glucono-1,5-lactone, which is then 
converted to gluconactone. By measuring the amount of oxygen consumption (reaction 
(4)), H2O2 (reaction (4)) or formed protons (reaction (5)), the concentration of glucose 
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could be determined as well. Glucose dehydrogenase could catalyse the reaction in 
reaction (6) and the formed NADH is proportional to the concentration of glucose, 
which offered another indirect way to measuring saccharide concentration. 
 
-D-glucose  +  O2 D-glucono-1,5-lactone + H2O2                  (4) 
D-glucono-1,5-lactone  +  H2O                gluconate + H
+
                        (5) 
-D-glucose  +  NAD+ D-glucono-1,5-lactone + NADH             (6) 
 
These enzyme involved saccharide sensors are generally catalytic in nature, thus 
normally with high sensitivity. While great success has been achieved based on this 
method, some drawbacks still exist. The most common problem is the stability, which 
are lied in the nature of the enzyme. For example, harsh pH values or higher 
temperature can cause fatal damages to the GOx enzyme.
220
   
One possible solution for tackling these problems without losing high sensitivity is to 
find alternative saccharide involved reactions. Judging from the structure of saccharides, 
which are charge neutral molecules and have different conformations in solution, are 
difficult to be involved with in chemical reaction, other than those enzyme catalysed 
reactions. In view of these facts, we wondered if reactions with indirect involvement of 
saccharide could be used for developing novel saccharide sensing methods. 
 
5.1.2 Initial studies on Suzuki- Miyaura homo-coupling 
reaction based saccharide detection method 
 
Boronic acid derivatives were originally used in organic synthesis before its exploration 
for saccharide recognition. The Nobel Prize winning Suzuki-Miyaura reaction is one of 
the leading reactions with boronic acid derivatives as the starting material. The boron 
atom is an electron deficient centre and prone to coordination with atoms having a lone 
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pair of electrons. The formed complex easily undergoes the transmetalation process, 
which affords a new chemical bond, leading to formation of new compounds. Most of 
the usages originate from the cross-coupling, where halides and organoboron 
compounds are cross-linked by forming new C-C bonds. The reaction conditions are 
normally high temperature, with organic solvents in an inert atmosphere. However, the 
homo-coupling reaction can be carried out at room temperature under an open 
atmosphere.  
In the Suzuki-Miyaura reaction, provided a certain amount of saccharide is present, it 
was proposed that the binding between boronic acid and saccharide might affect the 
Suzuki-Miyaura reaction, as the formed boronate ester complex would have a different 
reaction rate compared with that of the initial boronic acid. As is known, once the 
boronate ester is formed, the boron centre will be more acidic, thus less nucleophilic, 
which makes the transmetalation step more difficult to proceed. 
In 2010, by employing simple arylboronic acid (phenylboronic acid) this hypothesis 
was verified.
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 The results demonstrated that saccharide recognition could be achieved 
using this method. The proposed sensing strategy was illustrated in Scheme 30, where 
the boronate ester was formed by saccharide interacting with free boronic acid. The 
formed boronate esters have a slower reaction rate towards formation of the biphenyl 
product than that of free boronic acid. Thus by studying the kinetic profiles of the 






Scheme 30  Proposed strategy for saccharide sensing coupled with catalytic Suzuki homo-coupling 
reaction, Scheme in the “box” represents classic sensing strategy based on the saccharide-boronic 
interaction 
Phenylboronic acid (PBA) has a very weak fluorescence itself, the observed fluorescent 
emission came from the formed product, biphenyl. By recording the fluorescent 
intensity at a certain time, we found that the formed product, represented by the 
observed fluorescent intensity, has a linear relationship with the amount of added 
saccharide.  Based on these results, we established a Suzuki homo-coupling reaction 
based saccharide sensing strategy, where the presence of saccharide acted as an 
inhibitor for this reaction. What's more, sensitivity towards saccharides had been 
improved by employing the catalytic reaction as well, which contributed to the different 
reaction rates of free boronic acid and the formed boronate ester complex.   
However, when employing phenylboronic acid (PBA) as the substrate, the 
corresponding excitation wavelength is 250 nm, where intrinsic fluorescence 
interference will impede this sensing strategy. Therefore, we decided to investigate 
different boronic acids in order to optimize this protocol. 
 




In 2011, the Kay Severin group reported a Pd-based indicator displacement assay for 
saccharide recognition. They observed that palladium could form moderately stable 
complexes with the chosen fluorescent dye, which also lead to quenching of 
fluorescence. By adding competitive analyte, monosaccharide, the fluorescent dye 
could be released, resulting in recovery of fluorescence (Scheme 31).  
 
Scheme 31  Representation of sensing strategy based on indicator displacement assay 
 
Their work led us to rethink about the mechanism we had proposed in our previous 
work. If palladium species can form complexes with carbohydrates, then the formation 
of boronate ester is not the only factor that affects the reaction rate of the Suzuki homo-
coupling reaction, since palladium is the catalyst in this reaction and any changes to the 
catalyst, before and after addition of saccharide, can also control the sensing of 
carbohydrates. 
In order to fully understand the sensing mechanism in our previous work, the 
interaction between palladium and saccharides under the experimental conditions 
should be investigated. 
 
5.2 Aim and Objective 
 
First, as in the previous study, the system suffers from possible interferences; here 
alternative boronic acids should be employed to construct new sensing platforms. 
Therefore, naphthalene-1-boronic acid and 1,4-phenyldiboronic acid were chosen, 
which have simple structures like phenylboronic acid, but could generate products with 
longer wavelength emission. 
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Secondly, in order to study the interaction between palladium and saccharide, the 
prerequisites are that the new substrate should not bear any group that could interact 
with saccharides; palladium should be able to act as a catalyst in the new system and 
investigations should be carried out under the same experimental conditions as our 
previous work. In order to meet these requirements, another palladium-catalysed 
reaction, Tsuji-Trost reaction, was investigated. 
 
5.3 Investigations on saccharide sensing 
 
5.3.1 Naphthalene-1-boronic acid as substrate 
 
 
      40 
First the compound naphthalene-1-boronic acid (40) was employed in Suzuki-Miyaura 
homo-coupling reaction in Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer system at room temperature. The 
fluorescence spectra quickly changed upon adding catalyst and the peak at around 330 
nm decreased with the emergence of a new peak at around 380 nm, showing a clear 
isostilbic point at 346 nm, shown in Figure 52. The emission at 330 nm belongs to 
intrinsic fluorescence of naphthalene-1-boronic acid (40), while the new emission 
originates from newly formed product.
222
  The kinetic study was performed by adding 
different concentrations of D-fructose and comparing changes of the ratio I380nm / I 330nm 
over time, shown in Figure 53. It was found that the fluorescence ratio grew steadily 
along with time while no changes were observed,  given the concentration of D-fructose 
reduced to a certain point.  When with a fixed concentration of D-fructose, the response 
is greater at longer time. However, from a practical point, long analysis time means a 
time consuming method, which is not practical. Therefore, the 25
th
 minute point was 




































































Figure 53  Ratio changes of fluorescence intensities at 380 nm and 330 nm along with time, with 




Based on these observations, the titration with fructose was carried out by adding 
different concentrations of D-fructose to a series of solutions and collecting the 
fluorescence spectra at 25
th
 minute, shown in Figure 54. The 3σ/k based detection limit 
of D-fructose is estimated to be 1.8 × 10
-5 
M, the detection limit of which is in the same 
order of magnitude, compared with that of phenylboronic acid. When naphthalene-1-
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boronic acid (40) employed, a ratiometric fluorescent sensor achieved, which can 
effectively eliminate most or all interference from the environment with built-in 
correction and also avoid the instrument fluctuation. If applying non-linear least square 































































Figure 54  (a) Fluorescent spectra at 25
th
 minute in the presence of increasing concentration of fructose; 
(b) Plot of the fluorescent intensity ratios (I 380nm / I 330 nm) versus saccharide concentration. 
Using the same protocol, the saccharide titration with D-galactose and D-glucose were 
also investigated. The limit of detection (LOD) is shown in Table 9, compared with 
previous work. The LODs are in same order of magnitude with different reporting 
signals. It is reasonable since the underlying sensing mechanism is the same; the only 
change is the signal reporter, which won't greatly affect the sensitivity 
 
Table 9 Comparison of limit of detection of different saccharides with naphthalene-1-boronic acid and 
phenylboronic acid, respectively 
 
Limit of detection, mol / L 
D-fructose D-galactose D-glucose 
40 (I 380nm / I 330nm) 1.8 × 10
-5
 2.0 × 10
-4
 1.2 × 10
-3
 















      41 
The investigation was further extended to other boronic acid compounds. One 
interesting example is 1,4-phenylenediboronic acid (41). When 1,4-phenyldiboronic 
acid was used in Suzuki homocoupling reaction under the same condition as described 
above, the fluorescence intensity increases quickly, followed by decrease over time, 
which was quite different from the former compounds investigated. One possible 
reason was that the product had underwent polymerisation, as each 1,4-
phenylenediboronic acid has two boronic acid moieties.  The decrease of fluorescence 
may result from the poor solubility of generated polymer in pure water. Under this 
assumption, the effect of solvent was investigated. It was found that the solvent plays 
an important role in the coupling reaction, not only on the fluorescent intensity changes 
but also the maximum emission peak wavelength, shown in Figure 55. Addition of 
organic solvents would impede the reaction rate, indicated by the slow increase of 
fluorescent emission. In THF, the emission was at around 370 nm, which is at 350 nm 
in other systems. 
For the same solvent, different amounts of the added solvent can also affect the total 
reaction kinetics, shown in Figure 56, which indicated that the increased amount of 
MeCN would impede the reaction rate. The observed phenomenon also showed some 
underlying factors on the Suzuki coupling reaction, of which the exact mechanism is 
still unclear.  
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 The Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer solution was utilised in the sensing system in order to 
compare with the other two systems. The spectra were collected after 6
 
minutes, 
considering that in buffer solution, the fluorescent intensity at 350 nm decreased after 6 
minutes. Then the saccharide titration of 41 was carried out with D-fructose, shown in 
Figure 57. The reaction displayed a better linear fitting curve than that of 40, however, 
the fluctuation of the spectra were much stronger. The co-solvent systems have not 
been optimised for the saccharide sensing, based on compound 41, which will need to 

























































O @ 350 nm  
ACN @ 350 nm
THF @ 370 nm
 
Figure 55  Fluorescence intensity changes with different solvents, the total volume is 3 mL, of which the 
buffer solution is 2.6 mL, [41] = 5 × 10
-6
M, [Pd] = 1.0 × 10
-5 
M (Note: the spectra are over-














































































Figure 56   Fluorescent spectra with different amounts of MeCN in system and fluorescent intensity 
changes at 350 nm with time. 
 

















































I = 917.3 - 2.14 X 10
6
 [Fru]
                R = 0.9709
 
Figure 57   Changes of fluorescent intensities at 350 nm with different concentrations of fructose at 6
th
 




5.4 Extended mechanism discussion 
 
5.4.1 Synthesis of compound 43 
 
The Kazunori Koide group 
128
 firstly built up a palladium detection platform via the 
Tsuji-Trost reaction, where the palladium catalysed reaction could cleavage the allyl 
group, resulting in a free hydroxyl group, which was then deprotonated to afford high 
quantum yield species.  
Compound 43 was obtained in following procedures shown in Scheme 32. The 
allylation step could afford compound 42 quantitatively, and then went through the next 
step to obtain compound 43. All the syntheses procedures and compound 





Scheme 32 Synthesis route of compound 43 and the illustration of palladium catalysed Tsuji-Trost 
reaction. (i) DMF, K2CO3, 40 °C, 99%; (ii)  (a), DCM, DIBALH, -78 °C, N2; (b), Et2O, DDQ, 0 °C, 23% 
 
5.4.2 Study of saccharide effect on palladium catalysis 
 
All the experimental conditions stayed the same as those used in the Suzuki homo-
coupling reaction for easier comparison of saccharide effect on the efficiency of the 
palladium catalyst.  
A new fluorescent emission at 511 nm was observed once compound 43 was mixed 
with the palladium catalyst, shown in Figure 58. The kinetic profiles of this catalytic 
reaction were monitored with and without presence of saccharide; the results suggested 
that saccharide impede the reaction rate, shown in Figure 59. Addition of 11 mM D-
fructose could result in a slower reaction rate. Meanwhile, investigations on the kinetics 
of catalytic reaction also revealed that the fluorescence intensity has the largest 
difference at the 20
th
 minute before and after addition of 11 mM D-fructose. Therefore, 
fluorescence intensities at the 20
th
 minute were collected for further comparison.  
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It was also found that for the same concentration of different saccharides, D-fructose 
showed the strongest effect on impeding reaction rate, followed by D-galactose and D-
glucose (Figure 60), which has the same order as boronic acid based probes. No clear 






























Figure 58  Fluorescent spectral changes along with time. [43] = 1 × 10
-5 







































Figure 59  Fluorescent intensity changes along at 511 nm along with time in the presence / absence of D-
fructose. . [43] = 1 × 10
-5 
M, [catalyst] = 1 × 10
-5 
M 


































Figure 60  Fluorescent intensity changes of compound 43 at 511 nm along with time in the presence of 
different saccharides (■  blank, ▽ blank + D-glucose,  △  blank + D-galactose, ● blank + D-fructose,)  
[43 ] = 1 × 10
-5




Though saccharide could affect the catalytic reaction rate, the effect was only to a 
limited degree, as over 40 mM D-fructose was needed to arrive at the plateau state of 
the titration curve, given in Figure 61. By comparing the titration curve of compounds 
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40 and 43 with D-fructose, respectively, it is easy to see that with compound 40, only 
0.4 mM D-fructose is needed to reach the equilibrium state, however, for compound 43, 
more than 100 times higher of saccharide was required to arrive at the same outcomes. 





value of 0.967 ( Appendix Figure 9).  
 













































Figure 61  (a) Fluorescent spectral changes of compound 43 at 20th min after adding different 
concentrations of D-fructose in Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer solution;  (b) fluorescent intensity changes at 
511 nm in the presence of different concentrations of D-fructose.  [43] = 1 × 10
-6 




5.5 Summary of Chapter 5 
 
Boronic acid derivatives were used as versatile candidates in organic synthesis for 
constructing new C-C bonds. Meanwhile, they were also extensively explored in 
saccharide recognition as the boronic acid moiety can form cyclic boronate ester with 
diols through covalent bonds. The interesting finding was that these applications have 
yet to be combined and reported in the literature. Inspired by the molecular sensing 
strategies based on reactions, we developed a Suzuki homo-coupling reaction based 
saccharide recognition platform. The formed boronate ester complex via the binding 
between boronic acid and saccharide has a slower reaction rate towards the Suzuki 
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homo-coupling reaction. The different reaction rate of free boronic acid and formed 
boronate ester towards the Suzuki homo-coupling reaction accounted for the 
fluorescence differences that were recorded at a specific time. The potential of 
saccharide sensing was investigated by using phenylboronic acid as substrate. Both 
selectivity and sensitivity were improved, compared with using the traditional method. 
Other boronic acid derivatives were employed to extend this sensing system. A 
ratiometric sensor was developed by using naphthalene-1-boronic acid, with longer 
wavelength emission and improved sensitivity. 1,4-phenyldiboronic acid showed a 
longer wavelength and quicker responses, however, suffered from solubility issues. 
Future work needs to focus on the optimisation of solvent employed. 
Studies of the palladium catalysed Tsuji-Trost reaction under the same experimental 
conditions as for the Suzuki homocoupling reaction indicated that the palladium 















6.1 General reagents and techniques  
6.1.1 Solvents and reagents  
 
Solvents and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich company Ltd, Lancaster 






Fluorescence measurements were recorded in this project using a Perkin-Elmer 
Luminescence Spectrophotometer LS 50B, utilising cuvettes with 10 mm path lengths, 
four faces polished. This instrument was operated using FL Winlab software. For gel 
based saccharide titration, spectra were measured on Fluoro SENS GILDEN with 96 
(12 x 8) wells plate reader devices. All solvents used in fluorescence measurement 
were HPLC grade and the water was second distilled. 
UV-vis Measurement 
Absorption measurement was performed using Perkin-Elmer UV-vis spectrometer 
Lambda20 with 10 mm path length of cuvettes. Baseline correction using blank solvent 





Hanna Instruments HI 9321 Microprocessor pH meter was used and routinely 
calibrated by Fisher Chemicals standard buffer solutions (pH 4.0 - phthalate, 7.0 - 
phosphate, and 10.0 - borate). 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra (NMR) 
NMR spectra were collected on Bruker ultrashield NMR spectrometer. 
1
H spectra were 
recorded at 300.22 MHz, 
11
B spectra at 96.32 MHz and 
13
C spectra at 75.499 MHz. 
Where a Bruker AVANCE 400 was used, 
1




H} were recorded at 
400.13 MHz. Tetramethylsilane (Me4Si) was used as internal standard and chemical 
shifts (δ) are expressed in parts per million. For boron spectra, boron trifluoride 
diethyl etherate (BF3.OEt2) was performed as a standard. General assignments of the 
spectroscopic data are denoted as: singlet (s), doublet (d), triplet (t) and multiplet (m). 
Mass Spectra (MS) 
Mass Spectra was measured on a Bruker microTOF mass spectrometer with an 
electrospray ionization (ESI) source. Samples were made up in HPLC grade methanol. 
The spectrometer was coupled to an Agilent Technologies 1200 LC system.  10μL of 
sample was injected into a 30:70 flow of water/acetonitrile at 0.3 mL/min to the mass 
spectrometer. Data acquisition and automated processing were controlled via Compass 
Open Access 1.2 software. Corresponding theoretical values are calculated using the 
Bruker data processing software, Data Analysis 3.4. 
 
Melting point 
Melting points of compound were obtained from Stuart Melting point SMP10.  By 
selecting a plateau temperature via the digital display and press "start" button, the 
measurement can be started. The unit quickly heats up and remains at the selected 
plateau temperature until the user is ready to start the test. Insert the sample tubes and 
press "start". The unit then heats at a fixed rate of 2°C per minute for the SMP10. When 
the sample is seen to melt, note the temperature on the display. Press "stop" to end 




Solid state infrared (IR) spectroscopy 
Measurement was performed using Perkin Elmer 1000 FT-IR Express spectrometer. 
Products were placed directly onto the spectrometer diamond plat and compressed. The 
spectrum was displayed and then could be processed in the software. Characteristic 




Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) 
Thin layer chromatography was got using commercially available Merck aluminium 
backed plates coated with a 0.20 mm layer of silica gel 60 with fluorescent indicator 
UV254. Plates were visualized using either ultraviolet light of 254 nm or 365 nm 
wavelength or by staining the plates with Ninhydrin solution or “Curry” solution. Silica 
gel column chromatography was carried out using Davisil LC 60A silica gel. 
 
6.2 Experimental measurement conditions 
 
6.2.1 Fluorescent measurement of hydrogel 
 
Buffer  
The fluorescent titrations for compounds 25 and 26 were carried out in a pH 8.21 
aqueous methanolic buffer. The buffer was prepared following the literature method of 
Perrin and Dempsey 
223
 and contained: 
52.1 wt% HPLC grade methanol in deionised water with KCl, 0.01000 mol / L, 
KH2PO4, 0.002752 mol / L and Na2HPO4, 0.002757 mol / L.  
 
Fluorescence titrations  
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In each case the tested compound was weighed out in a small volumetric flask and then 
made up to the required volume with HPLC grade methanol to obtain a stock solution 
of known concentration. Considering the test limit of fluorescence spectrometer, certain 
volume of stock solution were transferred to a volumetric flask and use the already 
made buffer solution to make up to the required volume, for example 100 mL. Then a 
solution with known molarity was obtained. When carrying out the fluorescent titration, 
the dilute solution needs to be transferred into a conical flask with a stir bar inside and a 
lid to cover. Each time after adding a certain amount of saccharide, 10 minutes of 
stirring are needed to make the saccharide dissolve and interact with substrate. Table 10 
shows the concentration, emission and excited wavelength of each compound. 
For the fluorescent spectrometer, the parameters are fixed as: slit, 5.0 nm / 3.0 nm, scan 
speed: 600 nm / min.  
 
Table 10  Fluorescence measurement condition for compounds 25 and 26 
Fluorophore Concentration, mol / L λ ex / nm λ em / nm 
Anthracene 6.0 × 10
-7
 370 419 
Pyrene 1.0 × 10
-7
 342 376 
 
Data analysis 
Data was collected via the Perkin-Elmer Winlab software package. The observed 
stability constants (Kobs) with coefficient of determination (γ
2
) were calculated by the 
fitting of emission intensity versus saccharide concentration using non-




6.2.2 Hydrogel fluorescence measurement 
 
The hydrogel fluorescence measurement was based on a plate reader, employing the 
assay methodology of the fluoroSENS GILDON pλotonics instrument. Excited 
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wavelength is 370 nm and maximum emission 409 nm. The buffer solution is made 
according to GSK laboratory data book: 50 mL 0.1M KH2PO4 was mixed with 46.1 mL 
0.1M NaOH and adding water to make up to 100 mL. The saccharide solutions used 
were also made from the buffer solution in order to keep pH value the same in the test 
system, since the total volume for gel titration is only 0.3 mL, of which 0.2 mL is 
hydrogel.  
 
6.2.3 Procedure of hydrogel formation 
 
 
Scheme 33  Acryalmide hydrogel formation procedure 
 
The acrylamide hydrogel was formed by copolymerisation of acrylamide and 
bisacrylamide in water through the free radical polymerisation, as shown in Scheme 33.  
Ammonium persulfate (APS) afford free radicals under catalysis of 
tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMEDA).
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 Detail make-up procedures were listed in 
several steps: 
1) Aqueous ammonium persulfate (APS) stock solution (10% wt/vol) was freshly 
prepared and kept below 4°C until required.   
2) Methlylene bisacrylamide (0.040 g) and acrylamide (1.52 g) were added to water (8 
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mL) and stirred well until all have dissolved. 
3) 2 mg boro-additive was dissolved in 0.2 ml MeOH first and then added into the 
above mixture in step 2.   
4) Tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) (20 μl) and APS (60 μl) were then also 
added.  3 ml syringes were used to suck up the mixture and allowed to set, it took 
roughly 30 minutes. As for plate reader based saccharide titration, 0.2 ml mixture 
was taken into each well.  
When making gel for saccharide titration, the water in step 2 was replaced by buffer 
solution, which ensured the titration was carried out in a buffered solution environment, 
since the overall volume for each well is approximately 0.3 ml. 
 
6.3 Compounds characterisation 
 
6.3.1 Precursors for hydrogel monomers 
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1,6-hexanediamine (2.95 g, 25 mmol) was dissolved in minimum amount of MeOH and 
di-tert-butyl dicarbonate (1.09 g, 5 mmol) in 20 mL MeOH. The latter solution was 
added dropwise into 1,6-hexanediamine solution. TLC (DCM: CH3OH 9:1.5 with five 
drops of triethylamine) was used to track the reaction once every two hour. MeOH was 
removed under reduced pressure and then DCM added, and Na2SO4 was used to dry the 
DCM layer after washed up by water for three times (3 x 100 ml). Most of the starting 
material could be washed off, which was indicated by the TLC. The solvent removed in 
vacuum to afford yellow oil. Silica gel column chromatography was utilised to obtain 
pure compound 22 (1.6 g, 74%). Using elute with DCM: Hexane 9:1 to remove 1,6-
hexanedi-tert-butyldicarbonate, followed by pure DCM, DCM: MeOH 20:1 and at last 
DCM:MeOH 5:1.  
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm, Me4Si) δ 1.26 (m, 4H), 1.37(m,11H), 1.46 (m, 2H), 
2.59-2.63 (t, 2H, J = 6, -CH2-NH2), 3.00-3.07 (dt, 2H, J = 6,9, -CH2-NHBoc) 
13
C NMR (75.499 MHz, CDCl3, ppm, Me4Si) δ 26.5, 26.6, 28.39 (3C), 30.0, 33.6, 40.4, 
42.0, 78.9, 156.0 




 calculated 217.1916, Found 217.1993 
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Compound 22 (2.0 g, 9.2 mmol) and 9-anthracene aldehyde (1.7 g, 8 mmol) were 
dissolved in DCM and stirred at room temperature overnight. The intermediate 
compound is imine. The chemical shift of proton on imine group has a significant 
difference from that of aldehyde. The reaction could be traced by monitoring the 
disappearance of proton peak of aldehyde at around 10 ppm on NMR spectrum. Then 
NaBH4 (0.3499 g, 9 mmol) was added gently followed by being stirred for 4h. Then 3 
mL H2O was added to quench the reaction. The reaction mixture was condensed under 
reduced pressure then dissolved in 20 mL DCM again. The solution was washed with 
water (4 x 100mL) and dried over anhydrous magnesium sulphate. A yellow solid was 
obtained by column chromatography with yield (1.8g, 48 %). The elute ratio follows 
the order of DCM: Hexane10:1, pure DCM, DCM: CH3OH 20:1 and DCM: CH3OH 
10:1,  
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm, Me4Si) δ 1.17-1.27 (m, 4H), 1.33-1.36 (s, 9H), 1.38-
1.60 (m, 4H), 2.84-2.88 (t, J = 6 Hz, 2H), 3.06-3.10 (q, 2H,) 4.62 (s, 2H), 7.44-7.49 (m,  





C NMR (75.499 MHz, CDCl3, ppm, Me4Si) δ 26.7, 27.1,28.5(3C), 30.0, 40.6, 45.8, 
50.4, 53.4, 79.0, 124.1, 124.9, 126.1, 126.2, 127.2, 129.2, 130.3, 156.02(C=O) 
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Compound 22 (2.1 g, 9.7 mmol) and 1-pyrene aldehyde (2.0 g, 8.7 mmol) were 
dissolved in DCM and stirred at room temperature for overnight. Then reaction was 
moved to next step when NMR spectra showed the disappearance of proton peak on 
aldehyde. Then NaBH4 (0.37 g, 9.7 mmol) was added gently followed by being stirred 
for 4 hours. Then 5 mL H2O was added to quench the reaction. The reaction mixture 
was condensed under reduced pressure and dissolved in 25 mL DCM again. An off-
white compound was afforded after removing solvent. Then solid was dissolved in 10 
ml DCM. 1 N HCl was used to wash off the starting material then solid come out 
between the water and DCM layer. The collected DCM layer and solid was washed by 
1 N NaOH. The DCM layer was collected and dried over Na2SO4. Compound 24 was 
purified by silica chromatograph with yield 67.2 %. 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm, Me4Si) δ 1.24-1.39 (m, 4H), 1.42-1.45 (m, 9H), 
1.48-1.66 (m, 4H), 2.62-2.66 (t, J = 6 Hz, 2H), 3.03-3.05 (t, J = 6 Hz, 2H), 4.32 (s, 2H), 




C NMR (75.499 MHz, CDCl3, ppm, Me4Si) δ 26.8, 27.1, 28.6, 30.1, 40.6, 49.9, 51.8, 
53.5, 78.9, 123.1, 124.6, 124.8, 124.9 (2C), 125.0, 125.8, 126.8, 127.0, 127.4, 127.5, 
128.9, 130.5, 130.8, 131.3, 134.0, 156.1, 
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Compound 23 (1.8 g, 4.4 mmol, 1.0 eq) and 2-bromomethylphenylboronic acid pinacol 
ester (1.45 g, 4.6 mmol, 1.05 eq) were dissolved in 30 mL MeCN. Potassium carbonate 
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(1.82 g, 13.2 mmol, 3 eq.) was then added. The reaction was heated to reflux and 
stirred for 12 h. Solvent was removed under reduced pressure.1.5 mL acetone was 
added into the mixture to afford a clear liquid. The solution was added dropwise into 
300 mL water whilst shaking the flask vigorously in order to form light yellow 
flocculent precipitate. The solid was then dried in vacuum and washed with 100mL 
water .The yield of compound 25 is 89% (2.46 g). 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CD3OD, ppm, Me4Si) δ 0.88-0.98(m, 4H), 1.12-1.23 (m, 9H), 
1.28-1.30 (m, 2H)1.41-1.43 (m, 12H), 1.49-1.91 (m, 2H), 2.72-2.77 (t, J = 6 Hz, 2H), 
2.81-2.85 (t, J = 6 Hz, 2H), 4.44 (s, 2H), 5.00 (s, 2H), 7.28-7.58 (m, 8H), 8.07-8.10 (d, 
J = 9 Hz, 2H ), 8.18-8.21 (d, J = 9 Hz, 2H), 8.62 (s, 1H) 
13
C NMR (75.499 MHz, CD3OD, ppm, Me4Si) δ 14.4, 15.5, 21.1, 23.8, 25.4, 25.7, 25.9, 
28.6, 29.3, 48.9, 53.5, 59.3,60.1,65.3, 67.4, 77.7, 83.6, 121.4, 123.5, 125.9, 128.0, 
129.5, 129.9, 131.0, 131.1, 133.4, 135.2, 136.3, 155.9, 170.7  
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Compound 24 (0.18 g, 0.41 mmol, 1.0 eq.) and 2-bromomethylphenylboronic acid 
pinacol ester (0.13 g, 0.43 mmol, 1.05 eq) were dissolved in 20 mL MeCN. Potassium 
carbonate (0.173 g, 1.25 mmol, 3 eq) was then added. The reaction was heated to reflux 
and stirred for overnight. Solvent was removed under reduced pressure.1.0 mL acetone 
was added into the mixture to afford a clear liquid. The solution was added dropwise 
into 100 mL water while shaking the flask vigorously. Emulsion solid was formed 
when the mixture was dropped in the water and left the mixture overnight. The solid 
was then dried in vacuum and washed with 100 mL water. The yield of compound 26 is 
90 % (0.213 g). 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CD3OD,) 0.91-1.09 (m, 7H), 1.19 (m, 9H), 1.28-1.42 (m, 12H), 
1.61 (broad peak, 2H), 2.76-2.81 (m, 4H), 4.40 (s, 2H), 4.72 (s, 2H), 7.24-7.38 (m, 3H), 
7.73-7.75 (d, J = 9, 1H), 8.03-8.11 (m, 9H) 
13
C NMR (75.499 MHz, CD3OD, ppm, Me4Si) 24.9, 27.4, 27.9, 29.2, 30.9, 41.4, 61.9, 
80.2, 123.6, 125.8, 126.0, 128.1, 127.0, 127.2, 127.8, 128.6, 129.3, 129.5, 130.4, 131.4, 
132.1, 132.8, 133.4, 136.6, 158.8  




 647.67 not found 
Without pinacol group C35H42BN2O4
+
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The compound 25 (1.54 g, 2.9 mmol) was dissolved in 20 mL DCM and with 2 eq. of  
triethylamine (0.58 g, 0.81 mL, 5.8 mmol) and the round-bottom flask was put in ice 
bath before addition of methacryloyl chloride (0.58 mL, 5.9 mmol, 2.0 eq.). The 
mixture was stirred for 5 h and then washed with saturated sodium hydrogen carbonate 
aqueous solution (2 x 100 mL). The organic phase was washed with saturated sodium 
chloride solution (3 x 100 mL) until the water layer was neutral, then dried with 
Na2SO4 before removing organic solvents. A yellow powder was obtained. NMR 
showed partial of the products without pinacol moiety. 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 8.61-8.40 (2H, s),  8.08-7.96 (5H, m), 7.73-7.42 (6H, m) ,  
6.50-4.20 (4H, m), 3.41-2.50 (3H, m), 2.15-0.51 (19H, m)  











calculated 613.3572, found: 613.3038 
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The compound 26 (1.65 g , 2.68 mmol) was dissolved in 20 mL DCM with 0.75 ml 
tiethylamine ( 5.37 mmol, 2.0 eq.) and put in ice bath before addition of methacryloyl 
chloride ( 0.53 mL, 5.37 mmol, 2.0 eq.). The mixture was stirred for 5 h and then 
washed with saturated sodium hydrogen carbonate aqueous solution ( 2 x 50 mL). The 
organic phase was washed with saturated sodium chloride solution ( 3 x 50 mL) until 
the water layer was neutral, followed by drying with Na2SO4. A yellow powder was 
obtained after condensed under vacuum. The acrylamide monomer is easy to go 
polymerisation with temperature above 35 °C, therefore, all the procedures needs to be 
carried out under this temperature. Pure NMR spectrum is also not available for this 
compound, but typical NMR peaks were found in 
1
H NMR spectrum, which was listed 
here. 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):  8.51-7.75 (10H, m), 7.74-7.25 (3H, m), 6.08-5.10 (2H, 
m), 4.26 (1H, s), 3.93 (1H, s), 3.30-2.91 (2H, m), 2.72-2.40 (1H, m),  2.03-1.88 (4H, m), 
1.62-1.04 (12H, m) 




calcu. 615.3753, found: 615.3801; For formula 
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 1.0 g (3.6 mmol) 4-bromo-1,8-naphthalic anhydride and n-propylamine (0.3 ml, 3.6 
mmol) were dissolved in 50 mL ethanol, heated to reflux for 6 hours. The suspension 
was poured into 100 mL ice water after removing part of the ethanol in vacuum. The 
crude product was filtered and purified by column chromatography. Pure compound 
32a was obtained as a slightly gray solid (1.03 g, yield: 89%). 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 8.50 (d, J = 7.29 Hz, 1H), 8.39 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 8.25 
(d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.89 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.71 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 4.03 (t, J = 7.5 
Hz, 2H), 1.73–1.61 (m, 2H) and 0.93 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 3H). 
13
C NMR (75.499 MHz, CDCl3): 163.5, 163.5, 133.1, 131.9, 131.1, 131.0, 130.5, 130.1, 
128.8, 128.0, 123.0, 122.2, 42.1, 21.4, 11.6 
ESI-Mass [M + H
+
]   C15H13BrNO2
+  
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1.03 g compound 32a (3.24 mmol) and 0.3 ml hydrazine (0.306 g, 9.5 mmol) were 
dissolved in 4 ml 2-methyoxylethanol and heated to reflux for 3 hours. After cooling to 
room temperature, precipitation was washed with ethanol. Silica chromatography (95% 
MeOH in DCM) was employed to purify and a yellow solid 32 was obtained (0.62g, 
71.3%).  
1
H NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO): 9.09 (s, 1H), 8.59 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 8.40 (d, J = 7.8 
Hz, 1H),  8.28 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 7.23 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 3.96 (t, 
J = 6 Hz, 2H), 1.68-1.55 (m, 2H),  0.90 (t, J = 6 Hz, 3H) 
13
C NMR (75.499 MHz, (CD3)2SO): 164.2, 163.3, 153.5, 134.6, 130.9, 129.7, 128.6, 
124.5, 122.1, 118.8, 107.7, 104.4, 41.2, 21.3, 11.8 
ESI-Mass   [M + Na
+
]   C15H15N3O2 Na
+
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 0.287g (1.06 mmol) compound 32 dissolved in MeOH / DMF and 0.252g (1.08 mmol) 
2-aldehyde-pinacol-boronate ester was added, stirring at room temperature for 12 hours. 
Solid was precipitated out after pouring mixture into ice-water. The crude product were 
first to purify by recrystallisation then with flash column chromatography to afford 
compound 33 (0.04g) with a yield of 8%. 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO) 11.67 (s, NH, 1H), 8.98 (s, 1H), 8.49 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 
1H), 8.37 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 8.15 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.78 (m, 3H), 7.57 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 
1H), 7.41 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 3.98 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 1.63 (m, 2H), 1.36 (s, 12H), 0.93 
(t, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H) 
13
C NMR (75.5 MHz, (CD3)2SO) 164.0, 163.4, 147.0, 144.9, 140.3, 136.0, 133.8, 131.5, 
131.3, 129.5, 129.2, 128.8, 125.6, 125.3, 122.3, 119.1, 111.5, 107.7, 84.3, 25.0, 21.3, 
11.8 
ESI Mass [M + H
+
] C28H30B1N3O4  Calculated 484.2363, found 484.2343; 
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0.135 g (0.50 mmol) compound 32 and salicylaldehyde (0.073g, 0.6 mmol) were 
refluxed in ethanol (30 ml) for 5 h. Then the mixture was cooled and recrystallised 
from ethanol in the yield of 75% (0.186 g). 
1
H NMR(300 MHz, (CD3)2SO) 11.47 (s, 1H), 10.24 (s, 1H), 8.81 (ds, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 
8.47 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 8.37 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.80 (m, 2H), 7.64 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 
1H), 7.25 (m, 1H), 6.91 (m, 2H), 3.98 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.62 (m, 2H), 0.90 (t, J = 7.4 
Hz, 3H) 
13
C NMR (75.5 MHz, (CD3)2SO 164.1, 163.3, 156.6, 146.7, 142.4, 134.0, 131.2, 129.5, 
128.6, 126.8, 125.3, 122.3, 120.9, 119.9, 119.0, 116.5, 111.1, 106.8, 41.2, 21.3, 11.8 








Melting point: 254 °C 
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0.11 g (0.37 mmol) compound 32 and 0.055g (0.40 mmol) p-methoxybenzaldehyde 
were stirred in 30 ml ethanol for 6 hours. After cooling down the mixture to room 
temperature, precipitation came out which was filtered through to afford wine red solid 
with a yield of 80%. One point needs to mention that the solid has two different 
morphologies. One is cotton like and the other is powder like. Both were confirmed to 
be compound 35. 
1
H (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO) 11.32 (1H, s, NH), 8.73 (1H, d, J = 7.8 Hz), 8.43 (1H, d, J = 
7.2 Hz), 8.37 (1H, s), 8.3 (1H, d, J = 8.5 Hz), 7.73 (3H, m), 7.65 (1H, d, J = 8.5 Hz), 
7.01 (2H, d, J = 8.8 Hz), 3.95 (2H, t, J = 7.4 Hz), 3.80 (3H, s), 1.61 (2H, m), 0.89 (3H, t, 
J = 7.4 Hz) 
13
C (75.5 MHz, (CD3)2SO): 164.0, 163.3, 160.9, 147.0, 144.4, 133.9, 131.1, 129.5, 
128.7, 128.6, 127.6, 125.1, 122.3, 118.9, 114.7, 110.8, 106.9, 55.7, 55.3,  21.3, 11.8, 
ESI-Mass positive C23H22N3O3 
+
 calculated: 388.1661, found: 388.1660    
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0.5 g (1.5 mmol) fluorescein and 0.62 g (4.4 mmol) K2CO3 was dissolved in 6 mL 
DMF. 0.35 mL (3.9 mmol, 2.6 eq.) propargyl bromide was added dropwise over 10 
minutes. The reaction mixture was heated to 60 °C for 6 hours, followed by cooling 
down to room temperature and poured into ice-water. The reaction was monitored by 
TLC until all the fluorescein was converted. The formed precipitation was filtered and 
washed with water then hexane. The material obtained was by column using a gradient 
of 1-5% MeOH in DCM. 0.61 g compound 42 was obtained in 99% yield.  
1
H NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO): 8.22 (d, J = 9 Hz, 1H), 7.73-7.61 (m, 2H), 7.28 (d, J = 
1.2 Hz, 1H), 7.03 (s, 1H), 6.89-6.74 (m, 3H), 6.51 (d, J = 12 Hz, 1H), 6.46 (s, 1H), 4.74 
(d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H), 4.53 (m, 2H), 2.56 (s, 1H,), 2.27 (s, 2H).  
13
C NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO): 184.3, 164.4, 161.9, 158.7, 153.7, 149.9, 134.2, 133.9, 
131.2, 131.1, 130.8, 130.5, 129.9, 129.3 (2C), 117.5, 115.2, 114.3, 105.0, 101.9, 79.6, 
78.7, 78.3, 77.7, 56.7, 53.1.  
MS (ESI): m/z calculated for C26H17O5
+
: 409.1076; found: 409.1107, calculated for 
C26H17O5Na
+
: 431.0895 [M + Na
+
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A solution of DIBALH (1.7 ml, 20% wt in toluene) was added dropwise to a solution of 
compound 42 (0.204 g in 10 ml DCM) at -78 °C under N2 atmosphere and allowed to 
stir at the same temperature for 15 minutes before leaving it to stir for another 2 hours 
at room temperature (25 °C). At this point, the colour of the solution was bright red. 
Then the resulting mixture was diluted with Et2O (7ml) after cooling to 0 °C, followed 
by addition of saturated aqueous NH4Cl (2 ml). The solution colour changed from red 
to yellow, along with formation of precipitate. The suspension was stired for a further 
hour after removing ice-bath. Another 20 ml Et2O was added in order to dissolve the 
formed solid before treatment with DDQ (114 mg, 0.5 mmol). The addition of DDQ 
turned the colour of the solution to dark green. After 2 hours stirring, the resulting 
solution was filtered through a pad of Celite. EtOAc (30 ml) was used to wash the pad 
and the filtrate was dried over Na2SO4. The solvent was removed under vacuum and 
product was purified by silica gel chromatography (25 % EtOAc in hexane) to provide 
compound 43 in 23 % yield.  
1
H NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO) 9.85 (s, 1H), 7.43 (d, J = 6Hz, 1H), 7.33 (t, J = 6Hz, 
1H), 7.22 (t, J = 6Hz, 1H), 6.80-6.84 (m, 2H), 6.71-6.76 (m, 2H), 6.65-6.69 (dd, J = 3 
Hz, 1H), 6.58 (d, J = 3 Hz, 1H), 6.48-6.52 (dd, J = 3 Hz, 1H), 5.22 (s, 2H), 4.82 (s, 2H), 
3.59 (t, J = 3 Hz, 1H ).  
13
C NMR (300 MHz, (CD3)2SO) 158.5,158.0, 150.8, 150.7, 145.6, 138.8, 130.2, 130.1, 
128.6, 128.3, 123.5, 121.5, 118.4, 116.1, 112.4, 112.0, 101.9, 101.5, 82.8, 79.4, 78.9, 
72.0, 56.0.  
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ESI-MS: m/z calculated for C23H17O4
+
: 357.1126 [M + H
+
]; found: 357.1156, calculated 
for C23H16O4Na
+
: 379.0946 [M + Na
+



















There are four projects included in this thesis, following the same concept of 
developing optical responsive systems for molecular recognition. Traditional molecular 
recognition strategy is based on the design of a molecule which can display responses 
in the presence of different concentrations of analyte. Usually, extensive organic 
synthesis is required to obtain the probe molecule. The design of the substrate 
structures as well as the choices of signalling reporters used are the crucial factors for 
achieving high selective and sensitive probes. Such strategy has seen enormous 
development especially with employment of fluorescence. 
The supramolecular concept can be used to develop new sensing protocols such as the 
indicator-displacement-assay. The development of nanotechnology and bioscience has 
promoted the formation of smart materials for ultrasensitive detection of biological 
species. Some health-related molecular recognition can be achieved both in vitro and in 
vivo. One of the new sensing protocols is reaction-based probes, so called, 
chemodosimeters. Such probes rely on reaction specificity but can be designed to 
achieve high selectivity and sensitivity. 
In the first chapter of this thesis, detail of molecular recognition in the area of optical 
sensing as well as the function and importance of target molecules were introduced. 
The mechanisms of fluorescence changes and common design strategies for 
chemosensor were also illustrated along with the introduction of Suzuki coupling 
reaction and Tsuji-Trost reaction. A summary of the recent developments in saccharide 
and fluoride were presented. 
A brief summary of the work carried out by our group, was also listed, which focused 
on exploring boronic acid based saccharide and fluoride sensors. Recently, efforts were 
also spent on designing functionalised material for detection of protein glycation as 
well as saccharide separation. Based on these achievements, the first project was aimed 
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at designing boronic acid modified fluorescent hydrogels for saccharide sensing and 
also for separation of glycated proteins via electrophoresis, which was expected to be 
visualised under a UV lamp without using a staining process. Two boronic acid 
modified acrylamide monomers were synthesised, of which the responses to 
monosaccharides were investigated both in solution and in gel. However, due to poor 
solubility of these monomers, the project was put on hold. 
In the third chapter, a series of naphthalimide derivatives were synthesised in order to 
achieve a fluoride sensor. As expected, all three compounds had responses to fluoride, 
with compounds 34 and 35 having similar degree of sensitivity towards fluoride, yet 
both higher than that of compound 33 did. One problem was that compound 34 had 
poor selectivity between fluoride and acetate, whereas compound 33 had a clear 
spectral difference between fluoride and acetate. Compound 33 scarified sensitivity 
towards fluoride in order to obtain a better selectivity between anions.  The observed 
results were a consequence of the coordination with boron. 
In the fourth chapter, compounds 38 and 39 were initially expected to use for 
interacting with boronic acid compounds in order to form a chiral selective assembly. It 
was found that they had strong interaction with chiral alcohols even without the boronic 
acid moiety. Based on this observations, an enantioselectivity platform towards 
secondary alcohols could be achieved by employing compounds 38 and 39. Although 
D/L-tartaric acids induced more pronounced spectral changes, no enantioselectivity was 
observed. The hydrogen bond formed between 38, 39 and chiral molecules were 
believed to be crucial in recognising the chiral diols. The enantioselectivity was 
controlled by steric demands within the formed hydrogen bonding complexes.  
When designing saccharide sensors, the most common problems occurred are that the 
probe requires extensive synthetic efforts and has poor solubility. In the fifth chapter, 
saccharide recognition was achieved by employing simple boronic acids in Suzuki 
homo-coupling reactions, where no extensive synthetic efforts are required. Those, 
phenylboronic acid, naphthalene-1-boronic acid and 1,4- phenyldiboronic acid, were 
employed and each of them showed unique spectra responses toward saccharides. In 
order to understand the sensing mechanism, the Tsuji-Trost reaction was used to check 
if there was interaction between the catalyst [palladium] and the substrate under 
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identical experimental conditions. The results indicated that saccharides did affect the 
catalytic efficiency of palladium, however, only to a limited degree. It was assumed 
that both the interaction between boronic acid and diols and the coordination between 
palladium and diols contributed to the final effect of diols on the reaction rate. 
The thesis is composed of four sub-projects, all of which focussed on the recognition of  
diols and/or fluoride. The hydrogel project was based on the conventional strategy, an 
attempt to extend the application field of the boronic acid moiety. The naphthalimide 
project focused on the impact of the coordination between boron and fluoride on the 
sensing of fluoride. The Suzuki homo-coupling project was aimed at exploring new 
strategy for saccharide sensing.  
 
7.2 Future work 
 
Though the research results presented in this thesis did answer some questions we have 
met, some other new questions arise from these results at the same time, which needs to 
be addressed in future.  
In the boron containing hydrogel project, poor solubility is the big issue for extending 
the applications. Therefore, further optimisations by preparing water soluble 
fluorophores are required before using in electrophoresis experiments. Besides, the 
binding affinities between boronic acid and saccharides are also controlled by the 
diffusion process in hydrogel, which can be solved by reducing the gel size investigated. 
Though the boron-modified naphthalimide probe had proved its potential ability for 
fluoride recognition, yet, such ability was greatly impaired in aqueous environment as 
the interaction between fluoride ion and the acceptor was dominated by weak 
interaction. An alternative strategy is employing siliphilic property of fluoride as well 
as the coordination ability to boron to design a suitable fluoride sensor. 
The Suzuki coupling reaction based saccharide sensing strategy offers a quick and 
sensitive platform for constructing saccharide probes. 1,4-phenyldiboronic acid (41) 
showed its unique property for saccharide sensing, however, the experimental condition 
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needs to be further optimised, like employing co-solvent systems. Additionally, the 
catalyst could be replaced by other formats of palladium as well to investigate the 
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9.1 Non-linear curve fitting for anion titration 
 












 Hillfitting (User) Fit of A-A0




A-A0 b 0.504 0
A-A0 n 2 0
A-A0 K 15979.629 326.92114
Hill-equation 
n =2
b = Alim-A0 
fixed value
 




















Equation y = b * x^n * K^n/(1+ x^n * K^n)
Adj. R-Square 0.99822
Value Standard Error
A-A0 b 0.52164 0.01504
A-A0 n 1 0
A-A0 K 7158.72287 424.50724
 
Appendix Figure 2  Non-linear fitting curve of compound 33 with TBA OAc by Hill equation 
 












Equation y = b * x^n * K^n/(1+ x^n * K^n)
Adj. R-Square 0.992
Value Standard Error
A-A0 b 0.89918 0.0232
A-A0 n 2 0
A-A0 K 43470.7062 1960.6446
b is floating parameter
 
Appendix Figure 3 Non-linear fitting curve of compound 34 with TBAF by Hill equation 
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 BH21 (User) Fit of B
B
A




B I0 0.00455 0
B L 0.02 0
B b 262.81423 141.51331
B K1 2824.5066 1810.02584
B K2 225603.8376 173571.9220
B Imax 0.81726 0
 
Appendix Figure 4  Non-linear least square fitting curve of compound 34 with TBAF 
 




















A-A0 b 0.76918 0.0085
A-A0 n 2 0
A-A0 K 77224.743 2525.18252
OAc-
 
Appendix Figure 5 Non-linear fitting curve of compound 34 with TBA OAc by Hill equation 
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 BH21 (User) Fit of B




B I0 0.00174 0
B L 2.14E-5 0
B b 59900.16384 3012.98707
B K1 17660.19032 2092.3797
B K2 158066.48231 29131.01196
B Imax 0.7582 0
 
Appendix Figure 6 Non-linear least square fitting curve of compound 34 with TBA OAc 
  












 Hillfitting (User) Fit of A-A0




A-A0 b 0.5928 0.01003
A-A0 n 2 0
A-A0 K 30359.67249 787.32879
 
Appendix Figure 7  Non-linear fitting curve of compound 35 with TBAF by Hill equation 
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I/I0 P1 5716.40571 536.45738
I/I0 P2 0.05354 0.03411
 
Appendix Figure 8  Non-linear fitting curve of compound 40 













C P1 378.7812 51.26642
C P2 0.18792 0.02923
 
Appendix Figure 9  Non-linear fitting curve of compound 43 
 





































































9.2.3 NMR for compounds 42 and 43 
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